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WEATHER
Today: Cloudy

1

High 64, Low 56

Saturday: Partly Cloudy/Wind
High 76. Low 58

Sunday: Partly Cloudy
High 69, Low 46

The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924

VOLUME 88, NO. 20

Absentee
Not an
Option For
Election
BY JENEA ROBINSON
Contributing Writer

Choose or Loose, 20 l\.1illion
Loud and Vote or Die are just a
few national voting campaigns
targeting young voters in an
effort to get them to the polls.
Even on Howard University's
campus, representatives from
different organizations are
encouraging students to vote in
the 2004 presidential election.
But even after all the hype on
television and on campus, there
are still many students who have
decided not to rock their vote.
"Both Bush and Kerry are
bad candidates for president,"
said Karrie Jones, a sophomore
biology major. "I dislike Bush's
leadership skills and Kerry
seems unstable in his personal
convictions. I would rather not
vote for either of them than vote
for someone I don't truly believe

. "
m.

Sophomore
psychology
major Lydia Harp is also unde
cided on whether or not she is
going to vote this year.
"Even though there have
been debates on television, I'm
still not sure where the candidates stand on some of the
issues," she said.
Harp, whose father serves
on the National Republican
Congressional Comn1ittce, said
she is not really into politics and
did not want to \'Ole for Bush
just because her father will.
~1 feel I Cfon't know enough
about Kerry to vote for him, and
I don't want my parents political
affiliations to determine who I
vote for either," Harp said.
Most Howard students are
not D.C. residents and are registered in their hometowns. \Vhile
most states give first-time voters the opportunity to 'vote via
absentee ballot, there arc still
several states that do not allow
for first-time voters to vote outside of their resident state.
Diana Phillinganes, a sophomore chemical engineering
major, will not be participating
in the 2004 election.
'Tm from Michigan and it
is one of those states that don't
allow for first-time absentee voting," Phillinganes said.
Other students are also having complications involved with
the absentee ballot process.
"I have applied for a ballot two times and I still have
not received one," said Allison
McDaniel, a sophomore psychology major. "When I called
my state clerk, they said that
they do not even have my application on file. By the time I send
in another application and wait
for the ballot, it will be too late
for me to cast my vote."
Some international students
are upset that they will not be
able to vote due to lack of U.S.
citizenship but encourage all
those that are able to vote to
do so.
"People should take advantage of their opportunity to
vote," said sophomore political
science major Rochee Jeffrey, a
native of Jamaica.
"I live here and go to school
here, I would like to take part in
the election but I can not.~
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Students Wait and Wait For Football Tickets
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Waiting in line by the
hundreds, hours worth of
waiting and health risks
were not what students
expected when picking
up their Homecoming
football game tickets 1n
Wednesday.
Students began lining
up at T30 a.m. for the
first day of ticket distribution that began at 10:00
a.m. Though football
tickets are usually given
out on the bottom level
of Blackbum, the magnitude of Saturday's game
created the need for tickets to be handed out in
Cramton
Auditorium.
"Because of Homecoming,
we reserved space in
Cramton for more space
and security. We can also
service more students at

one time," said Carol
C. Shelton, executive
assistant for the office
of the vice provost for
student affairs and a student ticket coordinator.
However,
students
claim that sccurit} was
not visible until later on
that day. Students said
that with pushing and
people skipping the line,
there was no official line
organization. Due to the
crowd and chaos, one
senior had an asthma
attack as she was being
trampled.
"I heard about all the
craziness up here earlier,"
said Anthony Hendricks,
a sophomore speech co1nmunications major. "I
stood in line even though
I didn't really want to. T
felt stupid though after I
Jordan ('olh.:r1 \\ c ltt'H.110 1 dH~r
waited and they stopped Students grew frustrated and impatient while waiting In line at Cramton Auditorium to pick up their tickSee GAME, Campus A5 ets for the Homecoming football game.

Voting Poll Wanted
On Campus

Students Shine in Ford
Focus Talent Drive

BY TOMI AKINMUSURU

BY LAUREN STEPHENS

Hilltop Steff Writer

Hilllop Staff Writer

Students had 30 seconds to display their talent in various areas at the
•
Ford Focus Talent Drive in the Valley
Wednesday which included singing,
poetry and dance among others.
They also competed for prizes
ranging from a Sony prize pack to a
trip for nvo to Hollywood.
Sponsored by Ford in conjunction with Sony, the tour chose Howard
as one of the t6 schools chosen as
•
a stop because of its reputation and
direct relationship with Ford Motor
Company
\t ..rkot \b•t.hn. ... \tafT l .c.or,nphrr
WHoward is a great school," said
Scott Culbertson, of Conundrum Students were given less than a minute
Market Agency who organized the tour. to showcase their talent in the valley on
'"We appreciate the exuberance of the Wednesday during the Ford Focus Talent Drive.
students, you are known for that."
"We tried to really publicize it a lot and
The event was not a part of the
scheduled Homecoming activities but was there has been a pretty good turn out so far."
The flow of talent was stagnant at times.
promoted and assisted by students who
are members of the Homecoming Steering However, students who did perform were
hopeful about the possibility of winning the
Committees.
"We were trying to add new stuff and grand prize, a trip to Hollywood for two to
we figured that since nothing was going on attend a Hollywood movie premiere, a meetWednesday that this would be a nice fun ing with a casting agent, and the chance to
thing to have in the middle of the week," said appear in the short docun1entary being filmed
senior Brandon Graves, Operations r.tanager about the process.
for the Homecoming Steering Committee.
See TALENT, Campus A3

--

be ideal, but urge students to
vote regardless of where the
polling place is located.
Freshman human development major Danielle WiJliams
expressed her faith in student
voter turnout.
"This election is very important and I know that people will
step up regardless of the locatic n

When sophomore Ndidi
Amadi completed her voter's
registration at www.declareyourself.org, to her dismay, the
website did not offer a direct
location to the nearest polling
place. Instead, she was directed
lo the Washin~on, D.C. Loral
Eh~ction office where sh•~ \enrae<:\ of th•• \)O\\iug \)\ace." W\\\i.ams
that the closest polling place was said. '"People try to sleep on the
hip-hop generation and the colnot on Howard"s can1pus.
lege-aged students, but I know
~Personally, to alleviate the
strain of doing your daily rou- that this year record numbers
tine, I think that there should will come out to the polls and
be a polling place on every cam- be heard."
Students who live on-campus," the political science major
pus in the Bethune Annex,
said.
Howard Universit) Student Tubman Quadrangle, Slowe Hall
,\ssociation
(HUSA
\ice and Can·cr Hall will nll vote at
P1 CMdent Frt.; la Henry said the Gagc-Eckington Elementary
HUSA tned to get a polling place School ~lling place.
Students who live in the
on Howard's campus throughEast and West Towers, Drew
out the summer.
"We had meetings with the Hall and Cooke Hall will vote at
authorities and the request was Mever School.
Students who li\'c in
denied because of the proximity of polling places at Gage Meridian Hill Hall will vote at the
Elementary and Bruce Monroe,~ Latin American Youth Center.
I Ienry, a senior English major, Students who live off-campus
should go to www.dcboce.or~ to
~.lid.
Other students agree that an find out mor ·information about
on-campus polling place would their respective polling places.

'Comic View' Acts Make Comedy Show a Big Hit
BY JOI GILLIAM
Asst. Metro Editor

Students gathered at Cramton
Auditorium to se~ this year's
Homecoming Comedy Show, Comedy
TKO: Punchline...Knockout. ..Gameover.
Hosted by BETs "Comic View," the
Comedy Show featured Damon Williams,
Red Grant, Roland Powell and Michael
Blackson who entertained the audience.
"I'm glad I came and stayed; last
year I left early," said junior environmental science major Aquil :Meeks.
The show began with a serious message from the American Civil Liberties
Union and their Smnd Up for Fre<>dom
campaign. As part of the campaign,
the ACLU held a nationwide contest in
which college students were challenged
to make a public service announcement
to fight social discrimination and injus-

tice. Howard finalists La'Trisha Gomer
and Marquita Edwards showed their
winning piece before the official show
began.
Round one began with the show's
host, Williams. who energized the crowd
with his controversial humor. He joked
about gay rights and voting issues, even
poking fun at the few white audience
members.
This was Williams· second performance at Howard and despite the few
audience members who did not find any
humor in his act, Williams says he enjoys
his shows at Howard.
"Going to Howard i" different than
going to any Black school because they
have so much energ) and if you don't
come correct, they will let you have it, ..
Williams said. ..But I always look forward to coming to Howard."
See COMEDY, Campus A3

Find out if student plan on
going ho1ne to
vote...

Campus...AlO
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" Comic View" comedians kept the audience laughing with creative routines
at Tuesday night's Homecoming comedy show in Cramton Auditorium.

Want to see how
pack Greene ·
Stadium can
be during
Homecoming.. .
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Find out if Tl1e
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Prof. Smart Discusses Need for Self-Affirmation
BY TAHMAN BRADLEY

Al,fdo Ale\andt.... S1arr Pho1ographer

Spanish professor Ian Isidore Smart opposes affirmative actio n. Instead, he
encourages self-affirmation and self-determination among African-Americans.

··r really hope \Ve \Vin.
The last game made me
feel like we have a fair
shot."

Students Seek To
Restore Community
Leadership
BY JORDAN COLBERT
Asst. Photo Editor

Porshia Tomlin
Senior
Biology
"I absolutely think
we'll win. We've been
undefeated in the past.
I have faith in our
Bison!"

Raasikh Muhammed
Freshman
Business Administration

"I think we'll trample
Norfolk State. I support
the Bison."

'

Contributing Writer

Do you think
the Bison
have a chance
at winning
this year's
Homecoming
game? Why or
why not?

Christina Gabson
Freshman
Undecided
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Seeking to bridge the gap between
the Howard University community
and the community at large, a new
organization of students has formed
on campus and they go by the name of
the Talented Tenth.
The organization began as an idea
among a group of friends who felt as
though it was their duty as Howard
students to do something about the
problems that are in the AfricanAmerican community.
"A number of us felt as though
there was a lack of leadership within the African-American community
and we wanted to address the problem," said Zakira Rallings, a senior
political science major and founder
of the organization. "Some of us were
reading DuBois and his idea of the
Talented Tenth was appealing, so we
thought we should use his ideas but
bring them into conten1porary times.''
Adam Zane, the president of the
organization, said the events are tied
to specific issues that they feel need to
be addressed and attempt to put a fun
twist on doing something positive.
"For example, one of our issues
is D.C. homelessness," said Zane, a
senior marketing major. "The event
tied to this issue is called 'Bowling
for Blankets' in which we will have
a bowling social in the Blackburn
Center game room as a means to raise
funds for blankets that will be passed
out to the homeless. We also just want
people to be aware of what is going on
in our community."
The Talented Tenth feels their

current agenda will lay a strong foundation for years to come. A highlight
of their agenda is providing mentorship for youth at both Bruce- Monroe
Elementary School and the Boys and
Girls Club. The Talented Tenth feels
that they can make a difference in the
lives of the youth by providing a consistent form of leadership they feel is
lacking.
"They stressed consistency in their
mentoring and I don't see that in a
lot of other organizations,' said Glenn
Rivers, a junior management major.
"I also think they are dealing with
important issues in a fun way, so that
made me interested too."
The Talented Tenth is planning to
conduct a Teacher/Staff Appreciation
Ceremony and Women's Appreciation
Talent Showcase. Also, with breast
cancer being the second leading cause
of death among African-American
women and with the large female
population on Howard's campus, The
Talented Tenth plans to bring about
awareness and raise funds for breast
cancer.
"The Talented Tenth wants students to be more active in what is
happening on campus and in the surrou:J.ding area," Zane said. "There is
a certain level of responsibility that
we have to our community as Howard
students, and we want people to step
up to the responsibility. We want the
process of getting involved to be fun,
and the cool thing to do. We are going
to redefine the image of what cool is."
Talented Tenth will have interest
tables every Wednesday of November
from 12 p.n1.- 4 p.m.

For Howard University Spanish professor Ian Isidore Smart, the Supreme
Court's narrow support of affirmative
action earlier this year was viewed as an
impediment to the Black struggle. Smart,
of Caribbean decent, believes people of
color should forget about affirmative
action and engage in self-affirmation and
self-determination in order to improve
their socioeconomic struggles in the U.S.
and abroad.
Among others, this issue was raised
in Smart's new book "Affirmative Action
and West Indian Intellectual Tradition"
and was the subject of a two-hour discussion held this past Wednesday in the
Blackburn Center forum.
"Affirmative action is alittJegamethat
the majority in this country is running on
us," he said. "They are pretending they
are leveling the playing field. Nobody can
give you freedom and liberty you have to
get if yourself." Smart suggests a return
to the virtues of West Indian tradition for
all people of the Black Diaspora.
'
Sponsored by the Howard University

Department of Modern Languages and
Literatures and Original World Press, the
event began with discussion of the positive and negative affects of affirmative
action. Zakiya Carr-Johnson of Global
Rights: Partners for Justice1 an organization which combats racial discrimination
against communities of African decent,
began the panel discussion expressing
her concern with recent efforts to abolish
affirmative action in this country.
"We don't realize that the world
is watching what is happening here in
this country to affirmative action,"
Carr-Johnson said. Countries in Latin
America, like Brazil and Columbia are
phasing out affirmative action. CarrJohnson says Brazil, a country with a history of racial discrimination is engaged
in "a Historic debate on the need for
affirmative action."
E. Leopold Edwards, also a Howard
professor, contributed to the middle of
the program with a folksy endorsement
of West Indian tradition and Smart's
book. "Whenever I read a work produced
by Ian Smart two words come to mind:
See SMART, Campus A5

Online Courses· Offer
Convenience, Flexibility
BY NICOLE REED
Contributing Writer

With the help of Blackboard.com,
a website through which many online
courses are conducted, professors
are now able to conduct classes from
their personal computers without students ever having to attend a classroom
session. Students simply obtain assignments over the internet to complete on
their own time. The only requirement is
that the students have access to a computer.
"I liked the online course because I
could work at my own pace," said sophomore biology major Tristin Hurley about
her online English class.
Elizabeth Clark-Lewis, a professor
in the History department, was the first
instructor to introduce online classes at
Howard. Her African-American Women
in United States History course was first
offered online in the Fall 2000 semester.
Clark-Lewis felt that it was important for those who take history to get
beyond the classroom. An online class
also allowed her to have some non-traditional students, those who do not have
the time to attend a class on campus
to complete the required assignments.
However, she said the online class was a
challenge for her students as well as for
herself.
"It is more work because I have to
prepare different questions for each student, read all papers and post all grades
each week," Clark-Lev;is said.
In Richlyn Goddard's U.S. History
classes, students could opt to complete
the coursework through a series of emails and online projects. For those
courses, there is a weekly assignment
in addition to two or three special
projects. There are no tests, but the
points are distributed based on assign-

ments and participation in the virtual
classroom, where students meet through
Blackboard to chat about specific issues.
In addition to history classes,
English classes are also offered online
at Howard.
Professor D. A. Abdullah's Freshman
Composition online course differed from
the history class format. The English students would receive a reading assignment
with questions that had to be responded
to on Tuesdays and Thursdays through
Blackboard. There were no tests, but
three argumentative essays had to be
completed by the end of the semester.
Although it may seem easier to
enroll in an online course because of the
lack of a classroom commitment, it can
also raise some problems. Concepts that
need. more eX\)lanation can be harder
to grasp due to the lack of classroom
discussion.
"Online courses take a different type
of time commitment," said junior political science major Alexis Logan. "I enjoy
seeing my professors and find lhat classrooms are far more conducive to my
education than sitting at a computer."
At times, professors may be difficult
to contact and ma} not always be present during their office hours. However,
some professors have found a way
around this problem by instituting virtual office hours.
"If I feel that I am secure with my
knowledge enough to take the course
online, then I will," said freshman marketing major Brandon Thrasher. "But I
wouldn't take an online course if I knew
I would be needing a lot of guidance in
the subject."
During the Spring 2 005 semester,
the College of Arts and Sciences and the
School of Business are the only schools
offering online courses. For a more
detailed list, check the BisonWeb or visit
the Office of Enrollment Management.

Ledge Magazine Confronts HBCUs with AIDS
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Justin Spears
Freshman
Physical Therapy

"I don't think we'll
win. I think Norfolk
State has a better tea1n."

Phulo!\ by ~lorknt I lnwlhorne

The silence among Black
students on HIV/AIDS will now
be disrupted by the new HBCU
Magazine Ledge. With the slogan
"Don't Fall Off," the Black AIDS
Institute sponsored publication
seeks to create conversation and
change by offering students of
color statistics, prevention tips
and other information.
"The magazine is by Black
college students, for Black college students and the content
reflects that," said Freddie
Allen, Ledge managing editor.
"So you're going to see pieces
in the magazine about sexuality, dating on campus, and what
scares students the most about
unprotected sex."
Howard Alumnus Chris
Cathcart first envisioned the
publication over a year ago and
pitched the idea to the Black
AIDS Instih1te as a way to connect with African-American students.

"A student-driven HIV/
AIDS awareness magazine is the
perfect tool to mobilize Black
college students in the fight
against the epidemic," Cathca1t
said.
Along with 62 ways to fight
AIDS, Ledge's premier issue features exclusive Jill Scott poetry
and questions the presence of
love amid aids, sex and trust on
college campuses. Some Howard
students were also included in a
featured roundtable discussion
on AIDS on campus.
"HIVI AIDS is real and it's
on-campus, right now, whether we want to admit it or not,"
Allen said. "It's not going away
unless we deal with it through
open dialogue and by making
healthier decisions in our personal lives."
Disproportionate Center for
Disease Control (CDC) statistics
state that African-Americans
total 12.3 percent of the U.S.
population and account for over
39 percent of the estimated
AIDS cases since the sta1t of the

disease. Though United States
data nlay appear bleak to some,
as one in four Blacks live in poverty; Black American statistics
in no way compare to the catas-

trophe the disease has caused in
Africa.
"Entire generations of subSaharan Africans face extinction
today because of the devastation

caused by this disease," Allen
said. "We need to get in front
of this thing now, in our own
country, and be more active in
helping our brothers and sisters
abroad."
As
students
enjoy
Homecoming festivities, Ledge
magazine seeks to capitalize on
the opportunity to educate students on the disease that has
a definite presence on campus,
whether acknowledged or not.
Allen and Cathcart, the creators of Ledge, envision their
audience taking an active part in
the publication.
"We want students to take
ownership of the magazine and
the very important roles they
must play in fighting the HIV/
AIDS epidemic in the future,"
Allen said.
Students interested in contributing to Ledge or obtaining
additional infonnation on HIV/
AIDS and its effects on the Black
community can log on to www.
ledgemagazine.com.
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TKO Thoroughly Entertaining
,

formance of a hit song by R&B pleased with Blackson's pergroup New Edition, perform- formance. "When Michael
Powell came into round ers at this year's Homeco1ning Blackson came on it was fire,
two with his own rendition parade. The young ladies won he ended the show the right
of rap group Youngbloodz's tickets to see Def Poetry Jam, wav," Abease said.
"Damn."
rapper Juvenile, and other
Overall, Howard students
"If you don't think I'm performances in the area.
were pleased with Tuesday
funny, I don't give a f---," he
Blackson, famous for his night's performance, as they
rapped. Powell used music as small role in Nex1: Friday, trickled out of the auditorium
a means to make the audience came into Round three and still laughing at some of tl1e
laugh. His version of Musiq ended the show with a roar as antics they had just seen.
Soul Child's "Just Friends" he found humor in his African
The show's coordinaalso kept the audience's atten- roots. The audience especially tor, Lakeysha Hill, was most
tion.
enjoyed a picture of his "ultra- excited with the show's outDuring
intermissions, sound" which was a piece of come. She said she had been
radio personality Antonio black construction paper with working on the show since last
the Cuban Cigar Smoker of white spaces for his eyes and February.
radio station 93.9 WKYS teeth. His act also includ"I am glad all of my hard
gave prizes to audience mem- ed jabs at the differences in work has a positive outcome
bers for answering a variety African and African-American and I can bring everyone
of questions about this year's culture and his signature together," said Hill, a senior
Homecoming events. He phrase, "mudasucka."
legal communications major.
brought four students to the
Sophomore philosophy
stage for an impromptu per- major Kofi Abease was most
COMEDY, from Campus A1

~1arlcne lla"thron~

Sta ff PhOIOj.traphcr

Students showcased various talents at the Ford Focus Talent Drive.

Valley Serves As Stage for Students
TA LENT, from Campus A 1

"I heard the noise so I
decided to see what was going
on," said junior administration
of justice major Yolanda Glass,
who performed an original poem
entitled Masquerade.
"I am ach1ally from
California and I have been stuck
here for a year because I have no
money to go home so any free
trips are wonderful."
In addition to the performances on stage, students in
the audience were able to win
free t-shirts and other prizes
for answering trivia questions
about music and movies. There
was also a station setup where
students were able to play ESPN
NFL 2Ks on Sony televisions.
"I would rather them have
some competitions [for video
games] rather than the talent
drive because this is where my
talent is mostly concentrated but
the talent is there so far," said
freshman radio, television and

film major Anthony Metcalf.
The
contestants
performed in front of a panel of
their peers, who are a part of
the Homecoming Steering
Committee, and will ultimately
be evaluated by representatives
from Ford. Overall, the student
judges were impressed with the
performances regardless of the
level of preparation.
"Everybody's been really talented so far, it shows the diversity of the students at Howard,"
said senior public relations
major Holland Johnson, who
served as a student judge. "I
think it's really good that our
school is so well recognized that
major companies want to come
to Howard and give these types
opportunities to Howard students."
Many students who were
passing through the valley
stopped momentarily to observe
the talent displayed on stage,
but were not impressed enough
to stay for an extended period

of time.
"It's a great idea, but it
needed to be publicized better,"
said junior psychology major
Josann Farrell. "There needed
to be more than just comedic
performances."
The Ford representatives
were also promoting the XPlan, which gives students and
recent graduates at participating universities the opportunity to receive discounts on the
purchase of a cars from various
manufacturers including Volvo,
Land Rover and Lincoln.
Culbertson said he enjoyed
interacting with the Howard
students.
"I deal with students everyday of my life and the students
here are the best," he said.
"Professional, responsible ...the
people on the Homecoming
Committee are tremendous as
well as the faculty and administration have been really wonderful as well."

-
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Students walked out of Cramton Auditorium with smiles after the Comedy Show Tuesday
night.
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Why Work for a Company When
You Can Serve the Nation?
Service. Dedication. Growth. Opportunity. These are the hallmarks of a career with
the Central Intelligence Agency. They're also the rewards of truly fulfilling work. Your
talent, experience and heritage can help meet America's intelligence challenges. But
only if you take the next step.

We are currently seeking candidates for Cont racting Office r, Finance
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Officer, Security Officer and Security Professio nal.
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.

·Citipotle.

Research. Inquire. Apply on line. Visit www.cia.gov
Applicants must have US citizenship and the ability to successfully

'

complete medical examinations and security procedures, including a polygraph interview. EOE.

THE WORK OF ANATION.
THE CENTER OF INTEWGENCE.

.

GET YOUR GOURMET ON.
FIND YOURS@ CHIPOTLE.COM
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Blue Moon Fashion
Rises to Fame

PLOY EE

EEK

BY AYANA SINGHATEH

''That's another thing about my cloth·
Contributing Writer
ing, no one is likely to have the same style
as you because I get my fabric from the
If you've spotted students in all black thrift store, it's exotic," Curtis said.
t-shirts with white writing that reads
Twenty-year-old Curtis began mak"The Real HU" or others that read, "Rock ing her own clothes at the age of 17 but
& Roll is a black art & forn1," you have she always had a passion for art and fashwitnessed the works of Shannon Curtis.
ion design. Born and raised in D.C., her
Curtis is the owner and designer of ex-boyfriend, a tailor, taught her most of
her own fashion line called Blue Moon her sewing techniques. Sh~ studied art
Funk Factory, which was presented at the design her freshmen year at the Corcoran
Howard Homecoming Fashion Show.
College but dropped out to attend to the
~M) clothing is real. One of the things
Blue Moon Funk FactoI} business.
that m~1kcs my clothing different from
Curtis said she has to be her own
other fashions is that my clothes are very promoter.
versatile and you can wear it more than
"One of the hardest things about sellone way," Curtis said.
ing your own clothing is determining the
One-of-a-kind fabrics and materi- prices," Curtis said. ~It's all about quality
als, funk")' vintage creative designs, patch instead of 4.uantity. I spend a lot if time
work, bleached patterns, stylish long on making my clothing and I feel my
dresses and ruffled jean shirts are just a prices should reflect the quality of my
few ways Curtis feels her line is unique. clothing and the time I spent on making
She also makes handbags and leg warm- the clothing.
ers as well other accessories.
Fans of Curtis's work say her clothCurtis gets some of her exotic fabric ing is creative, detailed and very well put
and materials fron1 the thrift store.
together.

"For me. they carried so much \veight
because I was borderline. They \Vere a little
oven••hehning, but overall I felt prepared.''

BY NICOLE M. MELTON
Contributing Writer
\faJ • GUllam·Smlor Pboco t:dito·

Like Serena Williams in 2003, Blue Moon fashions featured fashion in the 2004
fashion show.
"The first thing that comes to my
mind when I see Blue Moon Funk Factory
clothing is revolutionary clothing," said
Bonita Walker, a junior radio, television
and film major. "She's a 70s girl and very
confident. Everyone notices her clothes
when she wears them. She's old school
v.ith her ideas."
Curtis will have a retail table of
Blue Moon Funk Factory Clothing at the

"Midterms were easier than I expected. If you
followed the study guide, it \Vas \Vhat exactly \Vhat
\Vas on the test. I only had one midterm."

-Arnber \\'illian1s, public relations

-Monique Woods, broadcast journalism

Homecoming Yardfest. While the Blue
Moon Funk Factory web site is under
construction, e-mail Shannon Curtis at
bluemoonfunkfactory@hotmail.com.
''The clothes are fun and everybody
can wear them," said Jacquell Butts, a
fan of Curtis' clothing line. "She is a
really creative, she makes things that you
wouldn't think would go togetlier. Her
clothes are her expressions."

"To help me \\ ith my midterm.
I studied previous tests. I \Vasn't
stre~sed when I was studying. but I
think J should have studied more for
it. It \Vas some stuff on there that I JUSt
didn't knO\V."

-Whitney Teal, print journalism
"I didn't have tradit ioool type of
midterms. they \Vere 1nore or Jess art
projects. l \Vas probably less stre~sed
than a lot of other students.,.

"They \vere easier than I thought. I studied
a lot though."
"The midterms that I had were in classes that I liked.
They wercn 't hard at a II. It \Vas stuff that I already
remen1bered."

-Lewis Bertus, biology

-1\Iichacl Craighead, art

·•1 studied for some of them. but for some of them I
felt cheated for studying. Some things I studied for
\Veren 't one the test It was pretty stressful."

-Toni Horne, fashion merchandising
"They call regular tests midterms. but
it really \Vasn 't a big deal. They \Vere
easy!''

-Troy

Blackwo~d,

finance

-Tra\is Tyrone. undecided

-\Vhitnc) Buggs, broadcast journalism

"Overall they \Vere ok. The tests \Vere moderate,
basically \Vhat 1 expected. My math teacher did not
adequately prepare nle for the test, she doesn't really
teach the class. She expects you to fend for yourself."

-1\'labayoje Solarin, pre-physical therapy

"I didn't really study for any of my
midterms. Some classes I didn't go to all
year. and the IO\\est midterm grade that I
got \Vas a C. My hardest midtcm1 \Vas in
swim111ing."

"The harder I knew the midterm
was going to be, the harder I
studied. I quizzed myself. ..

-Camille Barnatte, business
management

"I \Vas pretty mediocre in my studying. I think
I did good on my math one, but my speech one
\vas kind of difficult."

-Alan Jones, communication

Compiled by Karen Brundidge

A Moment in Howard's History:
Female Dorm Residents Face Discrimination
and the student concedes to
Contributing Writer
the University the right to deny
admissions to any student at anyImagine living in a dorm time and for any reason deemed
where each night students have sufficient to the University."
to sign a "bed sheet" - a form
Today,somestudentsbelieve
verifying that they had retired . that this regulation remains in
for the night and would not effect based on how the current
leave the dorm.
administration is run.
In 1964, this practice final"The administration has an
ly ended for female students air about them, as if they are
attending Howard University.
doing us a favor," said Courtney
The unequal treatment of Jackson, a senior legal commufemale students and the regula- nications major. "Yes, they are
tions governing student life at providing a service but we're
Howard came under fire in a paying for it."
1965 Hilltop editorial. According
The 1965 editorial proto the article, administrators claimed, "[Howard's] adminpurposely 'placed obstacles in istration apparently feels that
the path of student activities to Howard women would 'run wild'
prevent programs they found if not placed in impenatratable
objectionable.
fortresses."
One Howard regulation
Jackson disagrees with any
stated, "Attendance at Howard policy that views students as
University is a privilege. In irresponsible teenagers. "If your
order to protect its standards of parents are entrusting you to
scholarship and character, the go out and handle your busiUniversity reserves the right, ness, then I think the University

BY MERCEDES WHITE

should trust you too," Jackson
said. "If the students were given
more freedom I think they would
act accordingly."
Students living in the East
Towers who receive 24-hour
visitation also feel that students
are capable of acting responsible
with high amounts of freedom.
"11ost of the people I know
that live here continue to do
well in school," said senior fashion merchandising major Linda
Spruill, a resident of the East
Howard Plaza Towers. "It all
depends on the individual and
how disciplined and focused
they are in school."
Terri Harris, a Howard
alumnus and parent of a sophomore at Howard, said some
restrictions are necessary. "I
don't think freshmen students
should have overnight visitation,
but upperclassmen should,"
Harris said. "College is a part
of growing up and being able to
handle adult situations."

~ )fome11t In

r£~ ~i~ton

\Vhen S. lsarnh Harvin
walks into hi~ oflk~ C\Cry
monung. he starts the day off
by lblening to gospel music
and reading a scnpturc. This
ritual of morning meditation
guides Han in. who serves
as the UniYersity's scheduling coordinator in Enrollment
Management.
m creating
peac-.-ful interactions with
students and staff, the aspect
of his job that he enjoys the
most
"1 am a people person and
the best part of my JOb is being
able to develop relationships
with the students and staff.''
Harvin said. "My interaction
with them is really \\here my
heart is...
Han·in graduated from
St. Augustus College in his
home state of North Carolina
with a degree m business
administration. He mo\·ed to
D.C. in 1995 to\\ ork at Gi.'orge
\Vasbington UniH~rs1ty. Han·in
began working at How.1rd m
Enro!lment l\lnnagement in
March of 1998 as n certification specialist. Two years later,
he became academic recorder
and in 200 I he began hb current position as scheduling
coordinator.
"As scheduling coordinator, it is my responsibility to make sure each class
has a classroon1,'' HarviI1'
said. "During the reorganization of Enrollment
~fanagement, I was chO.~en
for this position and since
then I ha\'C grown to love
it...
In ndd111on to O\ crsecipg ncarl) 15.000 classcs•cach
year. Harvin also "orks \\ ith
faculty member:; to dctcnninc
which sections of 11 course w111
be .l."signed to cacti prµfc
H rvin says tlu t the b t p rt
ofb1 JOb is mcctmg wuh student.;. One reason he interacts
so well with them is because
he remcmhcrs when he \\as n
college student himself.
"\\'hcncn:r a s1llllcnt
comes to . cc 1rn:. my mind
goes back to when I was an
undergrad I 0 year:. ago."
Harvm said. "I can still put my
mmd in the po 1tion of bcing
a ne\\ student on campus hnd
trying to find my \Ht) around.
1 do my job out of per.;onal
experience and that help~ me
establish personal bonds \\ ith
students."
In de'veloping 1elationships \\ ith students, 11,ar. in
also serves :t. a mentor to
those \\ ith \\ hom he comes in
contact. He 1s the youth pastor at Ne\\ Libemtton ;\.:'-1.E.
Church in Lando\ er. MU. and
says th:it being able to mspirc
young people is his primary
goal.
"I've always \\anted to be
a mentor and God has allowed
me to fulfill that gonl out of my
church and at Iloward.'' 1larvin
said "In mtcractmg and advising a lot of the students, I've
been able 10 redirect their way
of thinking to implement a
sense of empowcnncnt within
each student so they sec and
appreciate who they arc."
Being active in ministry
is very important to Harvm,
who answered his calling to
preach at !3e age of 25. He
graduated from H0\\,1rd's
School of Di\ inity and plans
to earn his Ph.D. in mmistry m
January 2005. Harvin says that
his future plans also include
working with youth. especially
young Black males.
"After I receive my docSee HARVIN, News A5
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And Waiting And Waiting Some More
tickets, just in case their entitled plans to begin an automated
GAME, from Campus A1
ticket was not provided.
ticketing system for students
giving out tickets. It's going to
"I already have a ticket," said next season. With the new probe a lot of students watching the Paul Ferguson, a junior business cess, students will be able to
game on thE'. Yard."
major. "Somebody bought it and swipe validated IDs through a
The capacity of Greene gave it to me. I still plan to get card reader.
Stadium is io,860 and 5,000 of my student ticket, if there are
"It will enhance a whole lot,"
those seats are reserved for stu- still any. Howard still has a lot Shelton said. "You won't have to
dents each game. By 2:00 p.m. of work to do because they defi- stand in line twice, but just once
Wednesday, over half of the stu- nitely don't take care of their at the game. Again, there will be
dent tickets had been given out. students."
limited capacity, so only the first
"We distributed
2,700
News of the long line and 5,000 who swipe will be able
today in four hours and the rest diminishing tickets spread to enter. Also, it will be more
will probably be handed out quickly, leaving students to sug- accommodating to graduate and
[Thursday)," Shelton said. "It's gest changes for next year.
professional students who may
always been 5,000. We don't
"I think the prices and pro- have class during distribution."
have enough space in Greene to cess for Howard's Homecoming
A portion of each student's
accommodate the crowd, but we is ridiculous," said Brianna tuition and fees goes towards
try to get as many students as Lemmons a graduate student athletics. However, many stuwe can."
who attended Spelman College dents may be left without tickets
With the memory of last for undergrad. "All we did [at they have technically paid for,
year's Homecoming m1ss1ng Spelman) was show our IDs to and will join others on the Yard
tickets and the many students get in," she said.
for the game's big screen showunable to attend the game, some
Though unable to start this ing.
resorted to securing outside year as hoped, Howard nlakes

Discussion Builds Self-Affirmation
SMART, from Campus A2

clarity and truth," Edwards said.
He cited interests in emancipation from mental slavery and
separation from divide and rule
practices of Europeans.
"We
must
distinguish
between education and training
and aspire to becon1e well educated," Edwards said.
Edwards then shifted the
discussion to the need for people
of African decent retaining contact with their original culture
and exploring other people's
language and culture. Despite
the panel's disagreements on
affirmative action policies, they
all agree that people of color
should unite against racism and

oppression around the globe.
Sophomore
Benjamin
Perrin said they appreciated the
fact the discussion raised issues
important to the entire Black
Diaspora.
"I took away from the program an idea about what we need
to do as a people, not just issues
applied to African Americans
but all blacks," said Perrin, a
hospitality management major.
Jocelyn Amaya, a senior
biology major, said she supports
affirmative action and wants to
promote continuity among people of African decent.
"I would have liked for
other student to have been here
because this is the type of program students really need to lis-

ten to," Amaya said. "It would
have been a lot more productive
for a lot more students to have
been here so we could recognize the importance of linking
up with blacks from America,
the Caribbean and other parts of
the world."
Smart says he hopes his
program and book will empower Black people to look inside
rather than lean on programs
like affirmative action.
"My purpose is to get African
people to understand just how
powerful we are and discoYer
our self confidence," Smart said.
"Affirmative action, just as a
program, is not going to take us
anywhere without that underlying self-determination."

Harvin's
Job
is
His
Ministry
A:1

HARVIN, from Campus

torate in ministry, one of my future
goals is to open a residential boys'
home," he said. "As an AfricanAmcrican male, I want to show
young men that they can accomplish great things without selling
out to what society says that they
should do."
When he is not '.working,
Harvin loves to shop and listen to
•
his collection of gospel music. He
also enjoys spending time with his

family, who he says had a great
impact on his desire to minister and
mentor.
,
"My father is a preacher and my
upbringing was very well-rounded,"
Harvin said. "Educationally, culturally and spiritually I was introduced
to all aspects of life that allowed me
to be a role model for young people
to follow."
In serving as a role model,
Harvin goes out of his way to mo tivate students to maximize their

potential. Harvin's ~1umbcr o~e
message to students ts to remam
focused and never give up.
"I realize there arc many young
people on college campuses without positive support systems, but
that is still no reason for you to stop
believing in yourself," Harvin said.
"I make sure that any student that
I come in contact with knows that
there is someone in their comer
rooting for them to get what they
came to Howard for- their degree."
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HOWARD HOMECOMING WEEK~ND
'

AT

THE COMMON SHARE .
•

Be Smart. Drink Cheap

•
•

THURSDAY/10.28
THE THROWDOWN
$2.00 Bass Ale
$5.00 Long Islands
$2.00 Bison Shooter
Ladies _price drinks until midnight
FRIDAY/10.29
TAKE NO PRISONERS
$2.00 Foggy Ale
$5.00 Long Island
$2.00 Bison Shooter
Ladies _price drinks until midnight

"

I

•

•

SATURDAY/10.30
THE AFTERMATH
$2.00Sierra Nevada
$5.00 Long Island
$ 3.00 Heineken
$2.00 Bison Shooter
Ladies~ price drinks until midnight

•

DOORS OPEN AT 10P UNTIL
18 TO ENTER & 21 TO DRINK I PROPER ID REQUIRED

De's Hottest Internet Jukebox
Pool Table

FOR MORE INFO, PLEASE CALL 240-418-1480

•
•
•

ENTERTAINMENTCOMPLEX

•

Satellite TVs on both floors
COMPUMENTARY BUFFET WED. - FRI. 6P.M. - 9 P.M.
Tues. & Wed· 5·30
· pm- I am. Thurs. 5:30 pm-2 am, Fri. 5:30 pm- 3am. Sat. 7 pm-3am
THE GATEWAY TO ADAMS MORGAN
2003 181h St. NW
(202) 518-6881

103 BALTIMORE AVE. I BLADENSBURG, MD

We all have them.
New car. Better closet. Maybe a home.
•

~

•

t

A SMOOTH MIX OF R&B AND HIP-HOP, SEASONED WITH A DASH OF POP,
WITHOUT A SHADOW OF A DOUBT, SALT HAS BROUGHT SOMETHING NEW
AND DIFFERENT TO THE TABLE WITHHIS CONCEPTUAL, TRAILBLAZING
DEBUTE ALBUM, TITLED "Da Whole Salt and Nothin but Da SALT". THIS INYOUR-FACE VOCALIST DELIVER'S ATTITUDE AND CONFIDENCE THAT IS
SORELY MISSED IN TODAYS MUSIC. WITH A GROOVE THAT IS SURE TO
MAKE YOU MOVE, "THE SALTMAN IS SHAKIN IT UP BY COMBINING THREE
STYLES OF MUSIC INTO ONE. THIS DEBUTE ALBUM SAYS A LOT ABOUT HIS
SKILLS AND BOLDNESS ...
GET SALT NOW! VISIT US ON THE WEB WWW.SALTYSALT.NET, FOR
BOOKING OR ORDERING INFO, CALL LEISHA AT 571.223.1998 (Ashburn, Va) OR
EMAIL SISTERGIRL22@HOTMAIL.COM

Smart Choices.
How you·use your money and what it gets you.
2004

cunw _._

New SUV
One-bedroom Condo

TOWER RECORDS
8389 LEESBURG PIKE STE E.
VIENNA, VA 22182
PH# 703.893.6627

.

556,000
SS0,000

2009
..
523,776
S67,211

You Do the Math.

GET '(OUR...

IN STORES NOW AT
SAM "K RECORDS
1839 7TH ST. N.\V.
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
PH# 202.234.6540 ·

But if you want to see those dreams, you have to make some choices.

\\OU(ll:.[1
'" OR\l£R

~=· COM
Br.ACE

EN'l'ERPRISE

CHEVY CHASE" BANK

myFl co·

~
RUSH

October 29-30, 2004

The Blackburn Center Ballroom @ Howard University Homecoming

www.getyourhouseinorder.com

THIS AD IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

LE'PEL PROMOTIONS

Sources: catp<ioo.c(llll (e•limaled futvro W>lue of $56,000 car); homc>lore.(IOl!I {..limoted futvro ...,1ue of $50,000 condo)
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Scion xA

Scion xB

•
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locate your nearest . .~JJ-
Scion dealer at

-

..--.. ......

. . _ . _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _\,.__..-...._,._ ___._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _c
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xB pricing starts at $14,165* well equipped, including A/C, Pioneer AM/FM/CD
system, power windows, door locks, mirrors, chrome exhaust tip, anti-lock brakes
and vehicle stability control, and choice of 3wheel cover options. Vehicle price as
shown is $16,040. *MSRP includes delivery, processing, and handling fee. Excludes
taxes, title, license, ana optional equipment. Actuol dealer price may vary. TRO
USA, Inc. !Toyota Racing Development!. an aftermarket performance parts company,
markets a line of parts thr_ough some Scion dealers. These aftermarket parts are
not Genuine Scion parts, and cannot be utilized for Scion warranty replacement.
TRD parts are warranted by TRD, not Scion. Note that certain aftermarket equipment
may not be street legal in all states and may impact your vehicle's performance or
safety.© 2004. Scion and the Scion logo are trademarks of Toyota Motor Corporation .. . . ~ .•
and Toyota is a registered trademark of Toyota Motor Corporation. ~or more
information, call 866-70-SCION (866- 707-24661 or visit scion.com.
r.<'!.<: , I
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l ne of work, Ialways remember the originals'' ... Rudy.

We all want it. Never have enough.
Sometimes we borrow to get more. That can create debt.
But some debt can be a good thing .

ENROLLME NT

M

A NAGEMENT

.
WGeneral RegistrationW
Spring 2005

It's all about making choices.

Monday, November 1 - Friday, November 112.
9am - Midnight

How you use your money and what it gets you.

Smart Choices.
Credi! Card Debi
Ona-Bedroom Condo

SCHEDULE
DAY

.

C:LASSIFICATlON*

D A TE

Mondav
Tuesda y
W edn esday
Thurs day
Friday

Novc1n b e r
Noven""tb c r
N ove1nb er
. N o vember
N o vem ber

Saturday
S unday
Mond a y
Tuesd ay
'We dnesday
Tnurs dav
Frid av

November
Novem ber
November
Novem ber
Novembe r
N ovember
Noven"lbcr

*I f you a r e not t;ure o f yo ur

•

•
•

•
•
•

offici<~l

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
l2

Senior
Junior
Sopho more I Unc lassifie d
Fres hma n /3rd Y e ar Law
G r aduate/1s t Year Law
2nd Year Law
A ll S tu.dents
All S tu.dents
A ll Stude nts
All Stude nts
.
All S tudents
All Students
A ll Students

'

ci . tssi ficalion, p lease r efer to B.I.S .O. N. Web .

Sn1Jcnts .., 1·e ··...-quired to 1nccl will,

~'''-·ir

ncadcn'\ lc adviHor s for di8cu.sslon and approval o f

proposed <;oursc S-C'l cctioo:-i; before usi 1"\g tslSONWc.-b (www lloward.cdu).

Studc.;-1'lt S mu&l meet ull prerequisite r<.·quirem<"nls •

A l tcrno.t.._-. P INN mny b<" required for some studt..•nts.

P 1 (._~usc

c l'lcck B JSONWeb.

Special procedures nrc .l"Cqulrcd for olJ 1-LM studt:-ntt'l bc(ort..• .rcgist <.•rlng (t!.CC you r d dvisor).
Stud<:1'lts R,l"\Ot.1 ld prh"lt lht:i r scht•dulcs from tl'l'--" Web h'\

r:tr6l <ll'"fcrt:c-c.J

p~)'O"\<.• nl

a)

campus computet:' cen ter.

!or SprJnp;: 200!'i ls dt.ac OcccmbPr 20 2C)04:
1

2004
$30,000
SS0,000

2006
S 10,802 inleresl owed
S 11,891 equily gained

'

You Do the Math.
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October 29-30, 2004

The Blackburn Center Ballroom @ Howard University Homecoming

www.getyourhouseinorder.com
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Grad Trustee Discusses Position

(])ear La

BY MIESHA DARROUGH
Special to The Hilltop

•
Dear Lauryn is The Hilltop's new advice
column catered towards college students and
written by a voice that understands. Lauryn,
the voice, gives intelligent advice with a
dash of urban edge that leaves the reader
entertained yet informed. This column
tackles issues of the average college student
including career choices, sex, grades, parents
and dating.
Dear Lauryn,
I have always been a high achiever, so it's
no surprise that I am in the honors program
of my school and am taking afull course
load. Recently, I have been truly stressed
out with ten·ible headaches. When I tell
my parents they say, "Suck it up and stop
complaining." I really want to drop at least
one class but would die from my parents'
utter disappointment. Lauryn, what should I
do?
-Can't Disappoint Them

Dear Can't Disappoint Them,
It is the time-withstanding question; should
thy follow thy parent's will or thine own
ahd get cursed out by M01nmy Dea1·est. It's
an even harder question when you know
your parents have your best interests at
heart. Though acceleratedicourses that
will prepare y'lufor life after Howard are
strongly encouraged, your physiological
changes are clearly showing that you are
on overload. I know you want to please
the M&D but they aren't the ones on the
verge ofpassing out. So pause and take
a look at your priorities. Dropping one
class does not make you a quitter, it makes
you a person who can clearly assess what
you can and cannot handle. But don't get
too comfortable; continue to do what is
necessary for you to achieve your
career goals. Yes, your parents had
something to do with your existence, but this
is your life. Live it in a way that is healthy
for you.
-Lauryn
Letters can be sent to dearlawyn_hu@yahoo.
com.

Want to grade
Homecoming? Email
your grades to
hilltopeic0405@yahoo.com

1

Upon election to the position of Graduate Trustee, I have
been asked questions such as,
how things are going with the
Board, what are the Board members like and do the Board members allow you to speak?
Friday, Sept. 24, I was finally
able to answer the questions that
so many of you have posed. On
that day, Howard University celebrated its 13th opening convocation and thanks to the efforts
of many university officials
and Mr. Stan O'Neal, the event
turned into a very memorable
and motivating experience. In
conjunction with opening convocation, the Board of Trustees
officially met for its first set of
meetings for the year, and I am
happy to report that the Board is
comprised of sincere and serious
individuals who all bring unique
skills and valuable knowledge
for the purpose of making decisions that help to further the
mission and vision of Howard
University.
During these meetings, I
interacted with a group of individuals who are by merit very
successful but more importantly,
had a deep love and appreciation
for Howard University. There
was not an atmosphere of intimidation.
. ~There were no arrogant
or b1g egos. It was a very warm
and inviting aura from each
member. Many of the Board
members are alumni of Howard,
many have family members who
attend Howard, and some have
served on the Board longer
than any student has attended
Howard. As a result, when decisions are made, the decisions
are made not only by student
trustees and faculty trustees but
also by general trustees who
understand the uniqueness of

FUe Phato

Graduate Trustee Miesha Darrough.

Howard University.
Now, am I allowed to speak
or am I simply there so that
it can be said that the graduate students are represepted?
The expectation is tltat everyone
participates especially the student trustees because we bring
a missing piece to the Board.
The missing piece is the student perspective. Good Boards
are comprised of individuals
known for their expertise and
resources. On that score, we
have a board which rivals the
boards of Fortune Five Hundred
Companies. Effective governance occurs when the collective
knowledge of all board'members
is brought to bear on every decision. The idea is that all decisions are to be made with the
students' perspective included
in the deliberations. With this
in mind, I have pondered my
responsibility as the graduate
student trustee. How do I go
about bringing the graduate student perspective? I do this by
staying informed as to what is
going on in the various schools

and by constantly communicating with the governing student
body in each of the graduate
schools.
By the end of my first weekend with the Boara, it was easy
to see that the ultimate goal is to
uphold the Howard legacy while
strategizing to create a unique
and irreplaceable venue for educating and developing future
leaders. I can say that the future
of Howard looks bright because
the students are the priority in
every decision, and the decision-makers are armed with the
knowledge and resources necessary to make these important
decisions.
Thank you for your time
and attention and· please be on
the look out for the upcoming
Trustee Reception on November
12, which will be sponsored by
the student trustees.
Miesha S. Darrough can be
contacted at msdarrough@law.
howard.edu. For additional information regarding the graduate
trustee, please visit www.darrough.741.com.
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It drives what you can do.
In yoor game. In your life. W ith your credit.
Know your credit score. Manage it. Improve it.
NOVEMBER 2, 2004
for LeDroit Park Advisory Neighborhood Comsn.lssionec- lBOl

Working For You.

Myla J. Moss

It's oll about making choices.

Smart

For Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner - 1

Choices.

How you use your money and what it gets you.
~

Cted!Smro

le. District of Columbia resident for 18 years

rta-aso

~~

,._ Graduate of Howard University

611>-'14
5f0-S59

7.SX
9.3~

141~~ Pu,mest

lildAm!I t!id Bode

SS14
S"2
SIU .

$20i,8S.
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President of the LeDroit Park
Civic Association

You Do the Math.
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Superstars like Sean "P.Diddy" Combs have been credited with helping to raise voter awareness among 18-24 year olds.

Young Voters May Face
Voting Difficulties

Young Voters Ready
to Cast Their Ballot
BY MICHELLE NEALY
Contributing Writer

Various polls
taken
throughout this election year
show that young adults ages
18 to 24, are poised to play
an active role in choosing
who will lead this country
over the next four years. A
survey conducted earlier this
year by the Music Television
Network's (MTV) "Choose
or Lose" campaign showed
that more than 80 percent of
registered voters between the
ages of 18 and 29 plan to vote
on Tuesday. The same poll
said that 34 percent of registered voters in that age group
are following this year's presidential election closely.
Political pundits have
been speechless when trying
to explain this recent shift in
attitudes for young voters.
Since 1971 when the minimum voting age was lowered
to 18, voter turnout among
young people has been notoriously poor. The U.S. Census
Bureau reports that in the
presidential election of 1972,
the first election 18-year-olds
were allowed to vote, youth
voter turnout was near 50
percent. That number has
fallen steadily every election
year since then. Pundits and
political analyst have struggled to explain why young
voters are so interested in

this year's.race, but many students on Howard's campus
believe they have the answer.
Ndidi Amadi, a sophomore political science major
says that it is the issues that
have young people so engaged
in this election. "This election has focused more attention on today's youth. There's
P. Diddy saying let's vote or
die, and you see more media
focused toward the election
on BET and MTV, stations
that today's youth are inclined
to watch," she said. "Lots
of youth and many of their
peers are going to war. These
are the issues that affect us.
This election will affect our
future."
Not everyone thinks the
campaigns put on by celebrities like P. Diddy to turn
out the vote were effective. "I
think that the campaigns have
made voting cache or trendy.
Campaign ads have sexualized
voting," said Rochee Jeffrey,
a sophon1ore political science
major. "There are people on
billboards half naked wearing
shirts that say 'vote or die.'
As a result, young people are
involved in this whole political process because it's the
'in' thing to do and not the
right thing to do."
Despite the criticism,
many celebrities have been
unusually politically active
this year. "You can't complain

if you don't vote," said actress
Cameron Diaz during a taping
of the Oprah Winfrey show
dedicated to voting. "Only you
can silence yourself," reads a
Christina Aguilera billboard.
Even Latin megastar Jennifer
Lopez has taped a commercial encouraging the Latino
community to vote.
Others on Howard's campus think the reason so many
youth are expected to vote is
because they are frustrated
with the current administration. "People want Bush
out of office," said Michael
Brown, a freshman business
major. "Everybody remembers 9/11. Getting Bush out
of office means there won't be
another 9/11 attack." But with
so many voters casting ballots for the first time, many
are wondering if the youth
know what their voting for or
are knowledgeable enough to
malk an informed decision.
''I think those who do vote
are reasonably informed,"
said S.K Baskerville, a
national government professor in Howard University's
political science department.
"Usually it's harJ to tell the
candidates apart. But this
election there is a clearer gap
between the candidate on the
left and right."
Only 42 percent of U.S.
citizens between the ages of
18 and 24 voted in the 2000

BY BRANDON WALLACE
Contributing Writer

presidential election. In
September of this year, surveys conducted by the Pew
Research Center showed 57
percent of those under the age
of 30 say that they are giving
a lot of thought to Tuesday's
election. Carroll Dogherty,
editor of the Pew Research
Center, said, "The importance
of this figure is to show how it
changes over time. In 2000,
only 41 percent of those 30
and under said they were giving a lot of thought to the
upcoming election."
The Pew Research Center
survey also showed that the
number of people under
30 registered to vote has
increased since 2000 from 47
percent to 58 percent. Still,
this figure pales in comparison to the 76 percent of voters
over 30 years of age registered
to vote. Many pundits admit
that the increase in voter registration for young adults is
a positive thing, but concede
that the numbers won't mean
anything if they fail to vote
on Tuesday. Baskerville is
optimistic that younger voters will show up to cast their
ballots.
"Usually, in most groups,
once people are registered
they show up to vote," he
said.

The message cannot be
any clearer, "VOTE OR DIE!"
According to Citizen Change, an
organization designed to educate
and encourage young people to
vote, there are more than 42 million Americans ages 18-30 who
are eligible to vote in this year's
presidential election. However,
in the hotly contested election of
2000, only half of the 42 million
were registered to vote. Of those
that were registered, even fewer
actually showed up on Election
Day to cast their ballot.
While it may be hard to
believe, many Howard University
students are not registered to vote,
leaving many to ponder why is it
so difficult to get such an opinionated and politically conscience
campus to express their views in
the voting booth? Do some students simply not care? Many of
them want too, but can't.
"I can't vote. I want to but
I can't," said Marcus Walker, a
soph0111ore legal communications major. "In Louisiana, the
first time a person votes cannot
be through absentee ballot. The
first vote must be cast in person."
Walker said that traveling home
just to vote is out of the question.
With airline tickets ranging from $200-$500 and bus
trips that would take at least 30
hours round trip, it is easy to
see why some first time voters
from Louisiana may find it hard
to n1ake their way to the polls.
However, Louisiana is not the

only state with this type of voting law. Tennessee, Mississippi,
Virginia, Illinois, West Virginia
and Michigan alJ have similar
laws.
Sophomore early childhood
education major Ashley Pugh, also
won't be voting this year because ·
of the long trip back home. ''I
couldn't go back on a bus. That's
an 18-bour bus ride," she said.
Others have taken steps to
vote via absentee ballot but are
unsure whether they will have the
opportunity to vote. "I signed up
some time last year, but I never
got anything in the mail, so I
don't know if I'll be able to vote,"
said Shakelia Foga, a sophomore
legal communications major.
States have made it increasing))·
more difficult for students to vote
via absentee ballot, leaving many
students with very few options.
Many young adults take steps
toward being able to \'Ote but are
often deterred by long waiting
periods, tedious papenvork and
unanswered questions.
Young adults, ages 18-30
are referred to as the "forgotten
ones" because 1ht} ar mostly
absent during election time. One
option for \Vashington, D.C. college students is to register in the
District of Columbia, but many
refuse to do so because they are
under the impression that the district does not have an} electoral
votes. However, according to the
federal Electoral College website,
WW\Y.archives.gov, the District of
Columbia, Delaware, Montana
and others h1ve three electoral
votes.

,

'

Thousands of Absentee Ballots Missing In
Florida Days Before Election
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

Investigators for the U.S.
Postal Service are searching
frantically in Florida for thousands of missing absentee ballots that should have reached
voters weeks ago, various news
outlets report. Gisela Salas, the
Broward County deputy supervisor of elections, told Reuters
60,000 absentee ballots that
were sent out between October
7 and 8 are missing. The ballots were meant for voters in
Broward County, which is located north of Miami and is one of
the state's most populous counties.
Salas urged voters who
haven't received their absentee
ballot to remain calm and said
that this would not deny them
their right to vote in Tuesday's
election. "A lot of people are \'Cry
concerned because they think
just because they requested an
absentee ballot, now they're
stuck in a limbo situation·where
they don't have their ballot
and they can't vote," Salas told

Reuters.
"So most definitely we want
to get the message out that yes
they can go to an early voting
site and cast their ballot and
that's what we would encourage
them to do." Officials remain
optimistic that the missing ballots will show up soon.
"It's highly unlikely that
58,000 pieces of mail just disappeared," said Del Alvarez to
Reuters. Alvarez is a U.S. Postal
Service Inspector who works
independently of the U.S. Postal
Service. "We're looking for it,
we're trying to find it if in fact it
was ever delivered to the postal
service."
Despite their optimism,
Salas told Reuters that her office
is still flooded with calls from
concerned citizens who have not
received their ballots. Marcie
Cogswell, a Broward resident
told Local 10 News in Florida that
she requested an absentee ballot
and never received one. She told
the news network that she had
to go to the elections office in
person and ask questions before
anyone told her the ballots were
missing. Officials are now telling

voters that the matter is in the
process of being worked out by
authorities. "I hate to say missing at this point in time because
that hasn't actually been substantiated and some of those
ballots are actually starting to
arrive at their locations, but it
really is an extraordinary delay
in the mail service," said Salas to
Local 10. In the last presidential
election four years ago, Florida
became engulfed in controversy
because of problems with votes
being counted properly. The
punch card ballots that were
the root of Florida's problems
in the last election have since
been replaced by touch screen
voting maehines in 15 counties
throughout the state. Counties
that have not converted to the
touch screen system will use
optical scanning machines to
read paper ballots cast by voters. Problems with votes being
counted accurately in Florida
were so severe in 2000 that it
led to five weeks of recounts.
The U.S. Supreme Court eventually intervened and ruled Bush
the winner of Florida's electoral
votes.

'' " '" '•norlda.c1xl.ori.:

"I hate to say missing at this point In time because that hasn't actually-been substantiated
and some of t hose ballots are actually starting to arrive at their locations, but it really Is an
extraordinary delay In the mall service."
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Clinton Hits Ca1:Jlpaign
Trail for Kerry, May Be
Considering Job at U.N.
BY KEVIN HARRIS A ND
CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Hiiitop Staff

Former
president
Bill
Clinton made his first public
appearance earlier this week
since undergoing quadruple
heart bypass surgery last month.
Clinton appeared at a campaign
event Monday for fellow democrat and presidential candidate
John Kerry (D-Mass.) in the
swing state of Pennsylvania.
The Kerry campaign is hoping that Clinton's popularity
with the democratic base, particularly Black voters, will help
turn out extra votes for Kerry on
Tuesday. Mindful of the fact his
doctors urged him to take it easy,
Clinton wasted little time attacking President Bush. Clinton
complained about the state of the
nation's economy, particularly
job losses and attacked Bush for
his perceived stubbornness on
issues like Iraq. "Only a very
foolish person goes all the way
through life and never changes
positions on anything in the face
of new evidence."
Clinton also campaigned for
Kerry in Miami on Monday and
is expected to make an appearance in Nevada today. From
there, the former president will
head to New Mexico for an event
on Saturday before returning to
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his home state of Arkansas on
Sunday. Clinton won Arkansas
in both of his runs for the White
House. The state switched parties and went to Bush in the
2000 election but is again in
play this year. Many analysts
say that Clinton's appearance
for the Kerry campaign may be
politically risky and could push
some undecided voters either
way. A poll released earlier
this year shows that 54 percen,
of Americans have a favorable
opinion of Clinton while 43 percent view him unfav0rably.
Republicans were not frightened by Clinton's appearances.
"They had to roll Clinton out of
the hospital room and onto the
campaign trail to help Sen. Kerry
with his core constituencies, who
are so weak," said Karl Rove,
President Bush's chief political
strategist, to CNN. During his
interview with CNN, Rove also
said that Republicans are comfortable with the level of support from their base and that his
party will actively peruse other
democratic candidates.
Dr. Lorenzo Morris, head
of th<; Political Science department at Howard University disagrees with Rove and says that
Clinton campaigning for Kerry
will help the democratic ticket.
"He will be great for the campaign. He's a very charismatic
person," Morris said. "He will

"""·tnn.rom

Clinton made his first appearance since undergoing by pass
surgery this week when he campaigned for Sen. Kerry earlier
this week.

increase democratic followers.
Kerry needs to mobilize the
Black vote and Clinton is good
at doing that."
Clinton also made his
appearances amid a resurgence of speculation that he
may be interested in becoming
Secretary General of the United
Nations. The current secretary
general, Kofi Annan, is under
pressure to resign before his
second term ends in 2006.
Backers of Clinton becoming
secretary general, mostly from
third world countries where he
remains very popular, say that
Clinton could help the U.N. to
regain its legitimacy. They also
say Clinton could be instrumental in helping to resolve some of
the riffs that continue to divide
key members as well as serve as
a furidraiser for the organization. The 50-year-old New York
building that houses the U.N. is
said to be crumbling and in need
of repairs. Despite their !.upport, many remain skeptical that
Clinton would accept the job if it
were offered. "I don't think he
will take the position, ex-presidents rarely do," Morris said.
"There's a very small chance that
he would even be considered."
Morris said that Clinton
might be interested in another
position if it were offered. "He
•
might consider a position like a
peace negotiator for the Middle
East," he said. Kerry, early in
his candidacy said he would
send Clinton to the Middle East
to work out a peace agreement
if he were elected. Morris said
that if Clinton were to head the
U.N. he is unlikely to receive
support from Bush.
"Bush definitely would
not support Clinton," he said.
"But like I said, it's a very
unlikely possibility he will be
considered." If Clinton were
to be named secretary general
he would be the first former
president to do so as well as
th~ first North American.

Ministers Might Be Endorsing
Kerry More Than Others

BY JASMIN MCCLENDON
Contributing Writer

Presidential hopeful John
Kerry (D-Mass.) has been
recently spotted campaigning at Baptist churches in an
effort to broaden his appeal to
religious Blacks planning to
vote on Tuesday. Earlier this
month, Kerry campaigned in the
swing state of Ohio at the Mount
Olive Baptist Church. He was
accompanied by the Rev. Jesse
J ackson and Al Sharpton. Kerry
participated in songs with the
choir and preached his campaign
message to potential Black voters. Like Jackson and Sharpton,
ministers across the nation have
endorsed candidates running for
office despite the fact it is illegal for them to do so because
churches are exempt from paying taxes.
Most Howard students are
unaware that it is illegal for ministers to hand.out Endorsements.
The reason may be that ministers have endorsed candidates
in one way or another for years
'th
b
fr
W1 out any retri ution om the
government. Even though the
constitution advocates separation of church and state, some
on Howard's campus think ministers have a right to endorse
candidates.
r
"Ministers have a right to
express their own personal opin•
ion as long as they don't say God
told you to elect somebody,"

Kerry has been campaigning hard to secure support f rom the
Black community. Though he rarely discusses his faith publicly, Kerry has opened up in recent days.

said Meldon Hollis, a ' political
science professor at Howard
University. Daryl Harris, also
a political science professor at
Howard agrees and said preachers should be able to directly
involve themselves in politics
as long as a particular religion
doesn't dominate.
HollissaysthatBlackchurches have always been prominent
in politics because they fee~ they
have a role in addressing the
social ills of society. " AfricanAmerican churches often find
it necessary to address issues
of social justice and that leads
them into politics," Hollis said.
According to Hollis, it's against
tradition for Black ministers and
churches not to involve themselves politically. "There's no
such thing as Black churches
being MIA in regard to missing political action.... other wise
what are they good for," Hollis
'd
Sal .
Ministers often find roundabout ways of endorsing candidates so that they don't directly
violate tax laws. "Black preachers do it all the time. They're just
not called on it and they get paid
for it," Harris said.
He n 6 ted that ministers
don't necessarily name the candidate they support, but state
issues and causes that clearly .

indicate who they think their
congregations should vote for.
Despite the tradition of ministers, both Black and White, of
endorsing . political candidates,
some are hesitant to do so.
" I'm not allowed to endorse
a candidate, my church may
loose its tax exempt status,"
said Rev. Robert Hardies, when
asked who he would endorse this
year. Hardies, who is the senior
minister of All Souls Church
Unitarian, also said he doesn't
believe it's the church's position
to endorse candidates because
the church will lose its prophetic
edge.
''It's like trying to guess if
God is a democrat or republican," Hardies said. The reverend
went on to say that even though
ministers have a significant
influence on people's thinking,
"everyone in my congregation is
going to make the decision on
their own for themselves."
Brian Jackson, a junior
broadcast journalism major
agrees ~d says that on Election
Day he will cast his vote independent of what his minister
may or may not have said from
the pulpit. " My pastor can say
what he wants to say but I still
have my own ideas," Jackson
said.

Supreme Court Divided Over Whether Or Not
Teenagers Should Get the Death Penalty
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Hiiitop Staff Writer

The U.S. Supreme Court
remained divided earlier this
month as they battled over the
legality of teenage executions
and whether or not such executions violate the eighth amendment. The eighth amendment
has clauses designed to protect individuals from cruel and
unusual punishment.
Two years ago, the court
voted 6-3 to abolish the death
penalty for tl1ose who are mentally retarded. At the time, four
of the nine Supreme Court justices went on record and stated their belief that the court
should also end the death penalty for offenders under age 18.
This new debate comes a year
after the Missouri Supren1e
Court overturned the sentence
of Christopher Simmons, who
committed a murder at the age
of 17. Simmons is now 28. He
was convicted of murder in 1993
when he broke into a woman's
home, robbed and bound her
and pushed her from a railroad
bridge. Court records that were
released publicly show that
Simmons later confessed to the
murder and coercing two friends
to help him. The records say
Simmons told his friends "their
status as juveniles would allow
them to get away with it." That
staten1ent made some justices
nervous that gangs may seek
to recruit teenagers who would
be protected if the court rulea
juveniles shouldn't be executed.
There are currently 19 states
that allow teenagers from age 16

""".cnn.rom

The Supreme Court reluctantly decided to take up the issue of whether or not teenagers
should be executed for certain crimes.

to be given capital punishment
and over 70 juvenile murderers
sit on death row.
Supreme Court justices are
now considering whether capital punishment is a "cruel and
unusual punishment."
CNN reports that Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg said the
line that separates adults from
children is the age of 18; the age
Americans are "to vote, to sit in
on juries, to serve in the military." Justice Anthony Kennedy
said that he is troubled by the
vicious murders committed by
the Missouri teenagers in question, but also realizes the United
States is part of the minimal
'

number of countries that allow
juvenile executions. Other countries including China, Iran and
Pakistan have abandoned the
practice.
Some students
believe
capital punishment should be
replaced with life in prison without parole. "I understand people
get used to prison, but there is
such a thing as solitary confinement," said Sharlia Washington,
a freshman chemistry major.
"Put them there and leave it up
to karma. What comes around
goes around."
Others think the punishment
fits the crime. "If they deserve
it, they deserve it," said Deon

Steel, a freshman biology major.
Dianne Clements of the Justice
For All Group, an organization
composed of family members of
murder victims who believe in
the death penalty, also believes
age is not a factor in the sentencing.
"The death penalty is
reserved for the worst of the
worst," she said. "It is not just
for adults. It doesn't matter how
old the killer is. What 1natters
is that your loved one is gone."
The debate over teenage executions has caused many to recall
the case of John Lee Malvo, a
teenager involved in the sniper shootings in and around

Maryland two years ago. An
ABC News poll shows that 52
percent of Americans oppose the
death penalty in Malvo's case
even though he was involved in
14 shootings. Some Howard students agree with the poll, but
still believe the execution of
some teenagers is justified.
"Malvo was under the spell
of Muhammad," said Porsha
Freeman, freshman biology
major. "That's a situation where
he was under the direct influence of another person, but if
it's a teenager that just killed
on their own for no reason, they
should be executed."
Opponents of the death penalty for juveniles have also 1nade
arguments that suggest persons
under 18 lack the niental capacity to understand their crimes.
According to the Associated
Press, C. Everett Koop, the
former surgeon general, said

research has shown "'juveniles
are underdeveloped and immah1re, particularly in the areas
of the brain that die ate reason.
impulse conlrol a nd dt-cis onmaking. •· So1ne Howard students agree.
"Teenagers are still young
and are not fully competent,"
said Brittney Washington, a
freshman pre-pharmacy major.
"You don't know how they grew
up. Some people were not raised
in a stable household that would
prevent killing. You just can't
say they knew."
Other students disagree and
say that teenagers k'low what
they are doing.
"At the age of 16 or 17, you
are at the point when your abili. ties of determining what's right
and wrong are fully developed.
There's no excuse," said Derrick
Wilson, a freshman political science maJor.

'~ w~.enn.("()n'

Many Americans believe that Lee Malvo is one teenager that
should face the death penalty if the law permits.
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BY COURTNEY BATTLE
Contributh Wflter

Some get up earl) and go to
the homecoming parade while
others sleep in aftl'r a long night
of partying. but when the clol'k
strikes 12. all Bison \~ill be heading to Greene Stadium for the
game of the year. Dressed in red,
white and blue with pompoms in
hand, Bison fans bring immense
energy as the) prcpar to cheer
on their tcmn.
The game pits the Howard Bison against
Norfolk State. But that is just a teasl'r as to what a ·
Howard homcl'oming game is all about. I Ioward
paraphernalia, socializing, good food, celebrity
appearances and half linw, all play a major part in
making the I Iowa rel honwl'oming game the best
attended of the yc•nr.
"I plan on wc•aring my I Ioward gear and rcpping Ill) school to tlw fullest," saidA<>hleyCarawa),
a sophomore rnath major. l\lany students may opt
for wearing comfortable I loward gear rather than
trendy outfits that nre not as practical for a football game. "It's all about showing school spirit
and having a good tintc," said D'Andre Allen, a
sophon1ore broadcast journalism major.
Howard Univt>rsity students get one game
ticket free of charge•" ith their student ID and the
tickets can be picked up the werk of homecoming

concession stand as .1 tasty mldition to the nacho<> hot dogs and
candy sold at tr ulibonitl game
stands
\\'hen the gmne comes to an •
end the fun continues. Students
hang around to talk with friends,
head to a nice res taur. nt or p rep
for the night's C\"cnts. This year 's
step show is immediate!) after
the gan1e.
Deandra Short, a senior communications 1najor1 said, "After
the game :, ou o al ~ r, b out
an hour and get r dy for the
step show." Other students t1} lo get a bite following the game. -1 like the Chcl•secakc Fal'lory hut
its kinda expensive. Chipotle and Bone Fish grill
are nice too, - said Lydia Harp. a sophomon.' psychology major, about places to eat after the game.
With a tremendous amount of buzz nrou nd
the infamous Howard ho111ecoming, the freshmen
at the Mecca are looking forward to the game as
well. "I expect for Howard to win becausl' it's our
homecoming and I expect it to be rcnllv hype,"
said freshman Karen Lawrence;.
k one of the most talked about events of
the 2004 Homeconung schedule, lhc matl'h-up
against Norfolk State is kecnl) nnticipatC'd by
much of the Howard public. \\1ith celebrities
in store. a football game at hnnd and a week of
me1nory-inspiring events, many want to be a part
of it all.

As the Bison take on Norfolk State University in this year's
homecoming game, students plan to make 2004 their best yet.
in Blackburn Center. Tickets c1rc also 011 sale at
Cramton Auditorium for $15 so that alumni. family and friends can all experience the essence of a
Howard ho1necoming gan1e.
"I got my tickets almost three weeks ago and
the lines were really long. They have tll'vc.r been
like thal before," said Ac;hle} llarcwood, a sophomore marketing major, aboul her experience at
Cramton. Tickets for the game have been sold out
for about a week now and lhe stadium is expecting
a full house.
Seating for the game is first comc..'-first serve
and with a sold out stadium .students will find it
hard to grab good seat .
-\Vhen I've gone[to the game] I haven't sat
down I've been on the fence or standing around,
said Ugi Ugwuomo, a senior l\.1arketing major,
"l.\1} advice on getting a good scat is get there
early.~ i\.lany students plan to do just that in order
tt

to get good scats, while others rl'l~ on friends to
save them a spot.
Once inside, Bison fans find se,·cral ways to
enjoy the game. The cheerleaders, Ooh La! La!
dancers and the Flashy Flag Squad kad the way
with cheers and dances to get the crowd inlo the
game. Fans sing and dance along to their favorite
cheers in support for the team. "We sing school
songs, do the wave and just try lo gel involved
in the game," said Krystal Reuben, a junior legal
communications major.
Other students use thegan1c as 11 time to catch
up with friends and enjoy the atmosphere and
school spirit. "I socialize with friends and family
as well as indulge in all the grcal delicacies that
are at the concession stand ... the game 1s nice too ...
Billy Bradshaw, a senior TV production major said
of his previous game experiences.
In the past, soul food has bcl'n sold at the

Bison Look To Stay Strong At HoDlecoDli.n g
'
was their second
in the Mid- will not be made until after
Sports Editor
Eastern Athletic Conference and practice t hough," concluded the
pushed them behind the Morgan Petty.
In a game surrounded by the State Bears in the MEAC rankThis is the 16th meeting
glitl. and glare of homecoming, ings.
between the two universities
the Howard University Bison
This week, however. the and Howard holds the pace as
take on the lowly Norfolk State Bison (Ire refocu, ,·d and arc con- they lead the head-to-hl'ad 12-3.
Spartans in a clash that will fident lhat the MF.AC champion- Norfolk, who are 1-5 overall and
be littered with guest appear- ship is still attainable. The team, have struggled against the run,
ances and student fanfare. The though, will need help from other are searching for an opportunity
Bison, who are 4-3 on the sea- teams to get there and there to salvage some pride going into
son. were riding a 4-game win are plans to possibly change the home stretch. For Howard,
streak before the North Carolina the pace of things on offense. this weekend is the culmination
A&T Aggies stole a 14-13 over- "Antoine Hartfield will probably of the week's homecoming festime win last week. The loss was get some reps this week in the tivities and an opportunity to
a grounder for a Howard side game." said Petty about the 6'2, play in front of friends, family
that has been pummeling teams 200-pound quarterback from and further entrench the respect
with their relentless defense and Oklahoma City. Hartfield, who the team has gained thus far in
high-octane n 1nning game.
has been relegated to the bench 2004. However, 2004 has pre·'Evervbody wa~ hurt and
much of the season, ma} get the sented somf surprises in the
dc,aslated," explainc:d Bison nod ahead of incumbent !\1nrcos l\.1EAC as defending cha1nps
Head Coach Rayford Petty this Moreno who struggled last week North Carolina A&T are strugpast Thursday. wMost guys were in North Carolina after winning gling with a 3-5 overall record,
practically in tears." Howard's MEAC player of the week hon- and lowly Delaware State are
gut-wrenching overtime loss to ors the week before against
Norlh Carolina A&T last week ~Jorgan State, "A decision
See BISON, News 83

BY ZACHA RY K ENWORTHY

AU Pro l'hOO,_r rhi

Linebacker Mike Sanders has
been dominant for the Buffalo
Soldier defense.

RECOGNIZE GAME ...
BY BERNARD MURRAY

and I feel a whole lot better.
Finally Bush was speaking
truth; there is a bill before
Congress - the Un1\ersal
National Service Act of 2003
which was .stru<'k down in
the l louse by n un 1nin1011s
~02-2 'ote and is st11l pending in the Senate. In a nulshell, the bill is:
A bill to prouide for the
cqmmon defense by requiring that all you11y persons/
people (agecl 18-26) in the
U11ited Stall's, including
u·omen, pC'1:form a period of
militury seruic£' or u period
ofcivilian service i11f11rtliera11ce oftile nat1011al defense
and lwmclcmd security, ancl
for othc>I' JJW'/)()SC's ( www.
hslda.ol'g).
I ain a young person
living in thl' States and

(Beboxing the theme to
A-fission Impossible)
This war on terrorism
the U.S. is engaged in should
be <lccn1ed G14 Classified:
l\t ission h npossible. But it's
okay, they say everything's
under control; the terrorist
cells will be destroyed, peace
in the ~tiddle East is achievable and attainable and Iraq
will be restored to a sovereign, democratic nation in
no time. Bush reassured the
nation that it's '"all good"
during the debates. He e"en
put to rest Daniel Farley's
question about the reinstatement of the draft by saying,
"We're not going to have a
clrqft, period."
I don't know about you,
b nl that's a h uge weight
lifted off my sh oulders
See RECOGNIZE, News 83

Howard Battle Norfolk State At
•
2004 Ho01eco011ng

Intramural Soccer
Returns To Howard
BY KEVIN JOHNSONAZUARA
Contributing Writer

The intramural soccer season is here once again. On Friday
nights students will witness
numerous members of Howard's
international and stateside soccer community battle the cold
weather to gather at the Burr
Gymnasium.
Since its induction two years
ago, the basketball intramural
tournament has drawn the largest number of teams (32), but
soccer has always attracted the
most fans
According to Ano Miller, an
alumnus, "I have attended soccer intramurals since my freshman year and even though I have
graduated, I still attend games.
This is because football intramurals is held in high esteem by
so many because it is tradition,
a culture, something that started
long before I enrolled at Howar.d
and still continues today. It 1s
a catalyst that brings freshmen,
alumni, Africans, West Indians
and Americans together."
Unlike previous years where
the season was held between
February and May, the current
format will see action commence
in October and end in April.
The new schedule of only three
matches a night, compared to
the old format of six, may not
allow teams to really get into a
rhythm. This scenario, as Kris
Dawkins believes, presents a
situation of "any given team on
any given Friday."
While many fans have
picked the Alumni team to continue their winning ways and
retain the trophy, others believe
either The Super Eagles, Bermy
International, Footballers United
or Top Shottas will be the next
champions. Not to be out done,
Cobo Sweat, ASA Breakers,
Restoration F.C., Under-Dawgz,
Menace 2 Society, Boom Squad
and Lady's First will also be vying
for honors. In the first round
of matches played last Friday,
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·
Benny International
trounced
Cobo Sweat 6-1; Footballers
United spanked Restoration
F.C. 4-0, while Almnni narrowly
defeated Super Eagles 5-3 in an
extremely entertaining matchup.

Due to ho1necoming events,
games will be suspended this
Friday, but play will resume

BISON, from Sports 81

one to g~ l~ome an d coo.l o ff"
·
Mr. Harris 1s also appealing to
fans to "please respect the players and the game of so~c.er by
staying off the coun:>, ab1dmg to
the rules and, most importantly,
allowing us to complete
the
.
. sea"
son without any interrupti~ns.
~st season, frequent 1~t.er
ruptions caused an exc1t1ng

2-2 in the MEAC after two
impressive wins over Hampton
and North Carolina A&T.
"We are a team that is moving forward and we won't take
anyone lightly," Petty said. "The
team knows that we missed out
on a great opportunity to move
up and gain respect last week.
But there is still a lot of football
left to play in the conference."
The Bison are Jed by a raging
duo of n1nning backs in senior
Jay Colbert and sophomore
Antoine Rutherford. Colbert is
ranked fourth in the MEAC with
609 yards and four touchdowns.
while ·the bustling Rutherford
has accumulated 495 yards on
the ground. "We .are going to do
the same thing that has made
us successful this year," Petty
said. "We are looking for the
offensive line to create some
holes so we can get it going.
They have a great linebacker in

(Kevin) Talley. We'll be keeping Greene Stadium and a hmnean eye on him." Talley, who is coming affair that pits the Bison
Norfolk's leader, is a bludgeon- and the Spartans in an arena fit
ing play-make and is arguably for gladiators.
the best defender in the league.
The 6'o, 230-pound senior has
47 tackles and three sacks on
the year and is backed by Bevon
Miller on defense.
On defense, the Bison have
been scary and one could mention any number of names
that have Jed this unit to great
respect throughout the conferenre. In last week's loss, the
Bison relinquished less than
200 yards of offense to the
Aggies and controlled much of
the game. The Aggies only completed two of the team's 12 third
down attempts.
However,
as Saturday
afternoon nears, all attention
will move away from the team
record, last week's devastating
•II pro phOl<>Jtraph)
loss and what lies al\ead for Sophomore Timothy Lockett
this band of buffalo soldiers. is part of a miserly Howard
Instead, focus will be drawn to ' D'.

US Army...It's in the Game
November 5. Games scheduled
next week are Alumni vs. Cobo
Sweat (6 p.m.), Footballers
United vs. Boom Squad (7 p.m.)
and Under-Dawgz vs. Bermy
International at (8 p.m.).
In order to prevent a repeat
of last semester's interruptions and incidents, referees
will clamp down on aggressiveness and physical play. Campus
Police has also been provided
with a schedule of the games
and are e>..'Pected to maintain a
presence at the gymnasium during matches.
Intramurals
Coordinator
Dexter Harris said, "Games have
been scheduled earlier this year
so as to curb altercations and
fatigue, and at the same time
heighten the competitiveness
of the competition. By spreading the schedule out, we have
prolonged the season, shortened
game nights, while providing
a break (Christmas) for every-

competition to end prematurely. Recent Howard graduate
Kehinde "Kenny" Adesola said,
"We might have had our differences that led to the interruptions last year, but the diversity
iind the cultures being represented is a phenon1enon in itself.
I work in Arizona, yet I fly back
every Friday just to partake in
this wonderful experience. The
game of soccer is that powertul."
The theme of this year's
Howard
homecoming
is
"Phenomenon: An Episodic
Occurrence." However, if you are
looking for a phenomenon after
homecoming, be sure to visit
the Burr Gymnasium at 6 p.m.
every Friday night. The entertaining n1atches, the flying flags
of different countries, the talking dn1n1s, the chanted songs
and the captivating atmosphere
should have you hooked.

RECOGNIZE, from Sports 81
•

I am between tohe ages of 18
and 26...me, myself, personally, I am not going anywhere
even if that bill did pass. That
trek acxoss the Atlantic isn't
exactly tlle "suicide mission"
that the members of the 343rd
Quartermaster Company from
the Anny Reserve faced when
told to lead a supply convoy from
Tallil to Taji. Iraq (108-4 miles):
howf'' t•r. it d11t'S get the 1· .. ,1,
Se,·cn• Level on my Hon1dand
Security Ad-; 'son· System.
So, ,Vfi~ Bu l say!\_that th~
all-\ olunteer Arrg is W(>rking
anti we.'re not oin_g to have a
dr.1ft I a ree ' 'tb ~' and I
dou 't a re with Bu ..on n10
all things. EspMally whc
we've got military life imita ing
video~anu~ art because PS2
d
Xbox could quit<: p ss1bly be th
best recruiting in t 111ent l .S.
Militar: monC) didn buy.
Don't agrcl' l ·k this:
Rekascd in <.'bn1aI) of
1986, the 8-bit N ' brokt the
mold that Atan
Home
Version ('..,4), A
C'S - 100
('77), Matlt>l's In 1 lSI n ( 9)
and Cole( o\'i~ion
8•
had
established..\11d the fii t ~ame
for Nintendo w.is l\1.1rio Bros./
Duck Hunt Combo pack with
the gun. I remember it like it
was yesterday, I spent hours in
front of in my Nintendo playing Duck Hunt. See, back then
I wasn't the best shot in the
world. So what did I do? I put
the gun to the TV screen so I
could hit the ducks as they flew
by. You laugh, but everybody
did it. I guess times don't change
because I still spend hours on
the sticks only this time it's 132bits of power and her name is
Sonya.
Practice does make perfect.
I've moved above and beyond
Duck Hunt, that's child's play.
It's all about the covert govern
ment stealth mission of Metal
Gear Solid, the team unity and

strategy of SOCOM: Navy Seals they're my source of escapism
and the "We Must Protect This and help me unplug from this
House" attitude of Medal of world. Please believe, on the
Honor.
17th of November, I will be copYou can't tell me anything. ping MSG3: Snake Eater and I
With Sonya, I am invincible might even check out that new
online; the enemy rl1 "'sn't know flight simulator Ace Combat 5:
what's coming. Th~: think they The Unsung War. Why play into
see me and the next thing, you the government's hand, because
know, poof, like that I am gon . I'f!\ an ~diet ren1ember;. anyI've been practicing and I an1 thin'g f-6'f7that videogame high.
prepar~d.
It just seems strange that
But n1y question 1!1. what ·n the~e thret: 'ears after 9/11,
exactly are nlillions like myself here has b1•c11 an influx of
preparing for?
ga1nes rf'h·;1s1•d fur the shooter
Could it be that I am in than an} other gl·nre. Gamers
denial of my addiction and have are ble to assume a new idenbecon1e a vicreo.game-aholic who itv nd be a mcmbt·r of a U.S.
lives in a p ~~al v1dcogan1e organi tion trying to eli1ninate
mental-mind state\ 1ere I must a gl b, I reat. This is captivatbe the be t gan1er in e \\orld? in
e min
he rt lnd attenOr arc vi eogames e next big tion of g
b takin war
toul for te \Iilitary .Ora.ft?
to an interJ t \ e d entertainFirst, I iln1 not an addict, ing level: glorifyinJ., governm.ent
I an1 not in denial and I don't infiltrators, spies and assassms.
have a problem. JUST LEAVE You're telling me that there's no
~< l ~'YA AND ME ALONE.
subliminal messaging, the U.S.
Second, Bush said the U.S. n1ilitan is not indirectly benArmed Forces are doing just efiting· from this phenomenon
fine and don't need any more and it's all in my imagination?
help. But the U.S. troops are Videogames may have warped
being spread thin. They barely my perception of reality, but not
have enough mone\ and sup· that 1nuch.
plies to protect a routine, ~9·
Svphon Filter 3: Tl e Cmc!,a
person supply convoy. I think Strain stated it plainly, "The
the propaganda that the Bush Best Weapon We Have Is You."
administration was feeding They're not just talking about in
them two years ago has spoiled the videogame.
by now. It's time they got their
Let the vouth of this country
nourishment from some good play the g~n1es for an extendol' home-cooked truth.
ed period of time, give them a
Here's an appetizer, they choice or either school or playsay it's all innocent fun and vid- ing the videogame and see how
eogan1es, right? With Socon1: much voluntarih enrollment
U.S. Navv Seals, ID} generation in the U ':i. Forces increases.
has the ~bility to lead a team Who needs a mandatory draft;
of Navy Seals through missions parents act now and get your
where they complete objectives sons and daughters games that
by plotting against and silencing they'll really benefit from the in
the enen1y. And if you're killed, the future. Hurry supplies and
it's cool, you'll just restart the Military space is limited.
mission until you've satisfied all
Pick your Armed Force's
the objectives. They call it hours slogan: · Play... We've
Been
of mindless entertainment. I Waitinq For Yott, The Few, The
call it basic training in the com- Proud, The Gamers. Be All That
fort of your own hon1e.
You Can Be on your TV screen,
I am not at all knocking the An A.rmy of (PS)two or videovideogame industry because games, Accelerate Your Life.

r
\II Pro P1UHOJ,Lr.tph)'

With the Howard University volleyball senior game approaching, Crystal Amedee and Brittany
Williams will play their last home game as a Lady Bison, next Tuesday, Nov. 2 vs. Morgan
State at 7 p.m.

NO MORE BOSTON
MASSA-CURSE
"

.. ....

.
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BY WHITNEY BOGGS
ContnbUf_ l>d.:™.-n~·li::.:·--.--....:.._..;_ _ _ __

As th d" ·s dra~ nean·r tl> Homecoming.
stlldCnts '' ut m annc1patiun or ha some
max consider tlie best days of the yi!nr. In
p1tp.U11tion. many students stress 0 1 , • the
styles and outfits that they' ·ould lik t·, wear
tC> the hosted vents. From th preppy and
classic Banmu1 Repubiic to t1 e urban chic of
Commander ;ilam ~er to 1 , stylish thrift
of Forever 21. 111c ·nts tra,kl t• • IC'Cal malls
in ,m attempt to ~op the current tn: 1<f, of the
llollywood and hip-hop worlds. Yet 1 .di of
•hii; necessary or is 1t just overrated for some""
thing that only hailllCl\I> once .1 yeoir?
"I d01 ·'t bcli· • tltat faslt1on and lookin"
111cc is ever over: •red," said B1'h Bradshav.,
a senior t lcvision p1')ductiQ.' major. "F,>r
the simnU fact h.11 •'llcn times what :. ou
ear 1s u rcflecti no· who you are and four
~1araetcr"

Sophomore psychology ma"<• Rhianna
Jenbery agreed. "Homecoming 'ashion is
both overrated a1ld 1tt:cessaT} wl -~ is contmdtcfo
verr.lted in the sen , ~ because

THE HILLTOP

you don't have to l~-ed into it but necessary
becau~c it is a part of Ho\\ ard For me, I plan
on ',)eing fly m my four-inch pumps, fitted
jeans and otT-thc-sh~ulder sweaters."
Though many would be of the same
opimon that style and fashion is a reflection
of an individual. some students argue that the
extremes of the Homecoming fashions are
'
not essential.
•
"Homecoming in its entirety is overly'
hyped," said sophomore advertising major
Christopher I lines. "The fashion scene is just
another reason fo1 students to succumb to
'
consumerism
Though you probably will sec the fall
trends of tweed fabrics. round-toe shoes and
brooches for the ladies and 'button-clown·
shirts and bla1crs for the men. I loml·corning
is also a time that reveals umqucncss and
individuality. But for' those who have yet to
experience a llO\\ard's Homecoming. man}
will be amazed and stlrprised how everything
is fair game. From Mohawk hairstyles to
canary yellow pant~. attendees arc liable to
sec it all
Amber \\'illiams, a freshman public rela-

.
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lions major. is excited but skeptic.ii about her
first Howard Homecommg ''As a frcslunan,
I really don't knO\\ what to expect To me it
seems a Jin le juvenile and silly to buy outfits
solely for the purpose of homeco11iing. I do
plan to dress up more than my usual jeans
and sweats to class but not to.:> eccentric
where I am uncomfortable," \\'illiams said.
As famously quoted by the late Notorious
B.I.G .. "Ain't no tellin' where I'll be. may sec
me in D.C. at Howard's homecoming" and
"isited by big name cdcbnties such as Scan
Combs, Allen Iverson md Jay-Z. Howard's
Homecoming 1s mdced the place to be.
"Everyone's at homecoming. said sophomore broadcast journalism nrn_1or D'Andrc
Allen. "You have to look good because you
never knO\~ who you might sec."
As a school that has been showcased
by Seventeen magazine. in the March 2004
issue. and ranked as the second best dressed
university in the country. many students may
feel the pressure over the hype of Howard's
style and fashion.
"I know last year was my tir~t homecoming and I made it a priority to be ''ell

by buying outfits and pendm a lot
of money for llomecommg.' said sophomore
biology ma.ior Lauren Jeff; son. "But th1~
rear I have made it my main concern to be
eo1i1fortable and reason.lble b} L;" ·ug pieces
already in my wardrobe. I believe you can
be comfortable. reas nable and cute which 1s
what a lot of stud nts tend to forget."
Allen agr d and said. "Bei1 ·· cor1.fortable is key. M ·1y female studenll 11 p:u ricular will wear ·tip high a heel or ti..,' sht•rt of
a skirt and met up looking fool1' I plan
to wear a lot Qf tailored clothes that are still
stylish \\ ith fall ··olors specifically pinks and
browns.'
Justin Knight, sophomore m.:l·hanlcal
engmccnng major said male students hould
try to look crisp and tailored ~ well
"For guys it's not as hard •b look 1!09d. I
plan to wear my rugged iean.' hit with .1 h111ton down shirt and nice · ·.. , : SmarLd~s
crs should make trdrlds that cater to their on
existing \\ardrobe."
dre~sed

AFTER THE SHOW IT'S THE AFTER PARTY, AND AFTER THE PARTY •••
BY JABARI SMITH

going to spend a lot
Contnbutiny Write
of n1oney ;or a club
lik-• Kili's. If it's an
upscale club I'll be
With 1Ion1ecoming in full willing to pay $40swing this weekend, students $50," saidsophowill be attending events such as more mechanical
Yardfest, the football game and engineering major
the step show. However, many Justin Knight.
students arc also anticipating
Some students,
the after parties that will follow on the other hand,
these events.
are not willing to
Several local clubs, lounges pay the inflated
and bars will be hosting events cover
charges
for the part) hung!)' demo· for I Ion1ecoming
graphic of Howard students and parties and are
visitors in an attempt to capital- looking
toward
ize on the "Phenomenon" that more inexpensive
is Howard Homecoming. While options.
Junior
highly publicized and extremely physician
assispopular, Homecoming parties tant major Tenesia
can also be very expensive with Lindsey is one of
c.over charges at some clubs the many students
nearing the triple-digit arena.
who will be looking
Yet, many students arc not for cheaper alterallowing expensive cover charges natives to pricey
to discourage them and are open clubs. "I'm anticito spending the extra money to pating the parties
attend Homecoming parties.
that are the cheap"I'm willing to spend up to est or better yet
$40 to go to a club if someone the free parties,"
famous will be in attendance," Lindsey said. "The
said freshman management cheaper the party
major Marcus Ware. "Because the better because
this is my first Homecoming, more people will be
Dream will
I'm willing to spend a lot to have there."
a good time."
House parties
A dubs nm 1eo and reputa- arc a popular option for stution have also beco111c dctcrmin· dents who are less willing to pay
ing factors in whether or not club cover charges and arc lookmany students spend a lot of ing for a more relaxed partymoney on a party. "It depends ing environment. In an attempt
on the club. I'm definitely not Lo fill the void of inexpensive

be one of the many spots club-hoppers will hit to maximize this

Hon1ccoming parties, Put It Out
Thl're Entertainment 1s hosting a
I lornccoming 'Thrilkr'-themed
house parly on Saturday after
the step show.
Junior broadcast journalism major Brian ,Jackson is one

of the many Si udent that will
be avoiding the club-scene this
Homecoming. "I'll go to house
parties but clubs arc out of the
question because the most I'm
willing to spend is $20 for a
party," Jackson said.

,

yet legal" crowd, Lil' Scrappy
and Juvenile ;ire scheduled to
perforn1 at Pall :idiu n and Kili's,
respecti\"ely, on Saturday.
"I'm
anticipating
the
Louisiana Club party at Kili's
because Juvenile and other special guests from New Orleans
are supposed to be there," said
sophomore physical therapy
major Adrienne Francois, who
also prefers nicer upscale clubs
over hole in the wall clubs and
house parties.
Studt::nts are, indeed, genu·
inely excited about I Iomecoming
events and the after parties.
However, many feel that Howard
students arc treated unfairly on
the Homecoming parly scene,
especially when it comes to long
lines and overpriced parties.
"I feel that Ilo1necoming parties should be less expl•nsive for
Howard stude;nts. We should
not have to pav more than $20
.for a party, male or female,"
complained junior nursing
major Nakiya Lee, who did confess that she would pa) up to
$60 for a P. Diddy part}. "It's
our Homeccming, why should
we have pay the same as nonHoward students? It's just not
right."
Homecoming Weekend.
Whether right or wrong,
Cclcbr1tit~ are always on some students arc choosing to
det·k for Howard Homecoming pay the price to party while othparties and this year is no cer- ers are not. Known for the after
Lainly exception. On Saturday, parties, Howard's Ilon1ecoming
P. Dicldy will be hosting his is offering various parties for aJI
annual "Block Party" for the 21 different interests.
and over crowd. For the "not
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Time to Brjng It Back, 01' School Style ''Sideways'' A
Straight Hit

BY ERICA WILLIAMS
Life & Style Editor

Historical, live, old-school, and hip-hop
are just a few adjectives used to describe the
spectacular event that will grace Howard's
Homecoming tonight. Hosted by Songhay
Entertainment, the "Blast from the Past"
will not only 1nake those who don't know
aware of the original emcees of hip-hop. It
will also introduce an effective new entertainment company launched by Howard
Alum, Mark Hall, who received a bachelors
and masters degree in business adtninistration.
In efforts to produ~e a pheno1nenal
event for Howard's Homecoming, Songhay
Entertainment's Director of Media
Relations Kwasi Jones said it was necessary to promote an event that would appeal
to all ages. "An older audience can relate to
the event because they were around for the
beginning of hip-hop. This event will show
the younger audience what original hiphop is all about."
As a company that specializes in promotional events such as concerts, comedy
shows, and parties, Songhay Entertainmnet
thrives off of audience interaction and
response.
"We make people feel involved in our
events. What other company has a meet
and greet with the performers in addition to their shows? Songhay does because
we want people to feel as if they are a

forming at tonight's
event, are Whodini, the
SugarHill Gang, Kurtis
Blow, Big Daddy Kane,
Grandmaster
Melle
Mel, Special Ed, and
many more, including a surprise special
guest.
With such an
A-list
performance
scheduled, Jones is
quick to point out that
many other companies have tried to pull
off such a spectacular
- - - showcase but were not
successful.
"This concert is
definitely a historical
event," says Jones. He advises everyone to
con1e and witness history in the making.
"This concert will show you a good time
and take you back to a time when hip-hop
was real."
Coordinated
by
Sdnghay
Entertainment's Vice President Melody
Graves, the event is sure to infonn those
who are unaware and please those who love
0
the original hip-hop.
1...;~--..._.,....._....,s."'ng'"'·h•"")-t:n-,•"""'•••inmm1
The event will be held at Kili's Kafe,
2009 8th Street, NW. Doors will open at
major part of our events," Jones said.
8:00 p.m. and tickets can still be purchased
With a meet and greet scheduled prior
at the door.
to the concert, hip-hop fans will get the
For
more
i11formatio11
call
opportunity to meet some of tonight's per202 .251-3080.
forming artists.
On the roster of hip-hop greats per-

-

f-......
-

. . . . ., . .

Dance Theatre Brings New Flavor to D.C.
BY SHAENA HENRY
Contributing Writer

In 1986, Roberta Rothstein
founded Momentum Dance
Theatre with the objective to
implement performance, training and education in the performing arts to captivate and
challenge its audiences.
"Our mission is to present
jazz, 1nodern jazz, hip-hop and
dance theater to wide, diverse
audiences and to underserved
populations,.. Rothstein said.
"Our performances also set
up dialect between artists and
audience."
Rothstein's dance tenure
began at age four. She trained
at various dance institutions in
New York including the Clark
Center for Performing Arts and
the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Center. She then went on to
choreograph in Chicago for the
Joel Hall Dance Center and
the world-renowned Hubbard
Street
Dance
Company.
Rothstein also has a background
in clinical social work, which is
reflected in her performances.
She refers to Momentum as her
"baby" through which she presents her own work and ideas.
"I wanted to get in touch with
my desire for social change and
social issues and still be in the
arts."
In the theatre's newest
production, "Jazz, Hip-Hop
Nutcracker," Rothstein fuses
jazz, theater and contemporary dance. This piece intertwines Duke Ellington's version
of the original holiday classic.
Momentum combines hip-hop
music and break dancing with
a modern version of the story
that caters to a young, urban
audience. Rothstein describes
it as a transformation through
the arts.
"The story springs from
the imagination of the two

lead children: a boy and a girl
who feel out of place, yet find
strength and power in their love
of the arts," she said. "It is
a contemporary version of the
Nutcracker that has kept both ·
the sense of joy and the idea of
transformation."
The cast consists of children
who take classes at Momentum
speci~cally for the "Jazz, HipHop Nutcracker," and guest
break-dancers. "We want as
many diverse kids as possible
to come to the show and see
themselves on the stage and
say, 'That could be me,' " she
said.
Although performing is
fun and exciting, Rothstein
notes that studying and training are essential requirements
for prospective dancers. "You
need to study and you need to

train. You have to have talent
in terms of flexibility and attention to rhythm and detail. Hard
work and discipline are necessary and the training will teach
you the actual technique.''
In preparation for the performance, 30 boys and girls
between the ages of five and
14 are instructed at the Capitol
Hill Arts Workshop, D.C.
Dance Collective and the Dance
Addition of Takoma Park. They
also perform with acclaimed
break dancers Sonny Tran
and Phil kFrequency" Thorne.
Throughout "Jazz, Hip-hop
Nutcracker," a wide varietyHof
ethnicities, skills and physiques
are displayed. In its fifth year,
Rothstein describes the show
as a community tradition for
the audience and the children
who are in it. '·We are creat-

ing a dynasty in which the kids
work their way up through the
ranks," she said ..
The
Capitol
Hill
Community
Foundation,
the D.C. Commission on the
Arts and Humanities and the
National Endowment for the
Arts support the production.
Performances of "Jazz, HipHop Nutcracker" run December
10-12 at the Historic Takoma
Theatre, and December 18-19 at
Stuart Hobson Middle School
in Capitol Hill. Advanced ticket
prices are $15 for adults and
$12 for students with I D. They
can be purchased online at
mon1entumdancetheatre.com,
at the box office or by calling
Momentum's information line
at (202) 785-0035.

quick to write it off and remind
Jack of his c01nmitment. Then
through a slip of the tongue
Miles reveals to Maya that Jack
The nlark of a really good is indeed scheduled to be marscreenplay is its ability to tum ried in a few days and Jack ends
ordinary people and situations up with a broken relationship
into captivating tales of dramat- and nose. The two are forced
ic emotion. Alexander Payne to face their lack of youth and
and J im Taylor do precisely that accomplishment together.
with "Sideways," the very funny
"Sideways" is a superb story
journey of a depressed would-be about middle-aged hang-ups
author and his ex-actor, soon to and attempts at recapturing
be ex-bachelor pal.
youth. Based on the novel by
Miles (Paul Giamatti) plans Rex Pickett, the filn1 has quite
to take J ack (Thomas Haden an engaging, real life feel. Miles
Church) on a week-long road and Jack have great depth. And
trip across California full of the layers of these characters
wine tasting and golfing, as a including wit, pain, spirit, medifinal send off into married life. ocrity, spite and flat out idiocy
The fun begins when they sneak are effectively shown throughout of Miles' overenthusiastic out. Paul Giamatti brings all of
mother's house after reluctantly Miles' quirks and idiosyncrasies
promising to attend brunch with to life - from his odd shuffle of
his sister's family. They hit the a walk to his drunken tirades.
highway making stops at vari- Thomas Haden Church is absoous wineries along the way to lutely hilarious as Jack. We can
test the different pinot noirs do nothing, but laugh at and
they have to offer.
pity this narcissus as he brings
ThenJack, who's determined us into his world of vanity and
to change Miles' pitiful social illogic.
perspective, arranges a douThe
most
memorable
ble date with Maya, a waitress sequence begins late in the. film
friend of Miles', and Stephanie, when, upon being chased back
a spicy winery employee they to the motel completely naked,
encounter. We soon realize that Jack breaks down crying because
J ack is more concerned with he left the wedding bands at the
having one last fling than cheer- home of his latest sex partner.
ing up his buddy. He quickly He convinces an unwilling Miles
begins a physical relationship that they must go back and Miles
with Stephanie (Sandra Oh) and must sneak in and retrieve the
Miles' is left to figure out his dys- wallet. While the girl and her
functions alone.
husband are busy having interHowever, Miles and Maya course Miles grabs the wallet
(Virginia Madsen) use their and runs back to the car, succommon interest in the intrica- cessfully avoiding the wrath of
cies of wine to become closer. the husband who, in a fit of rage,
Eventually Jack deludes himself neglected to dress before comwith the idea that maybe he's ing out. This is only one example
not ready to get married and of many amusing situations that
tries to persuade Miles that he's make "Sideways,. a great pick.
fallen for Stephanie. Miles is
BY MICHAEL IVEY JR.
Contributing Writer

"Sideways," is a journey of a depressed would-be author
and his ex-actor, soon to be ex-bachelor pal.

~
~

~
.....
~

With a mission to present jazz, modern j azz, hip-hop and dance theater to wide, diverse
audiences and to underserved populations, the " Jazz Hip-Hop Nutcracker" Is an original
production from t he Momentum Theatre.
•

Did you enjoy HU Homecoming?
E-mail us your thoughts of
k0mecoming to
hilltopeic0405@yaho0.com
and look for The Hilltop's
homecoming grade 0n November 2.

~

MY HOWARD PRIDE
It's not the people it's the
university
It's not the name it's the
legacy
To make it to the top it's a
strong strive
H OWARD UNIVERSI'IY
D.C. only the strong
survive
A history of love, pain,
and black power
·The real H.U. is only ours
The grass is green on this
side
Our legacy will never die
We get things done
A prestigious university
number one
The weak wont last
t

-

They'll be gone fast
All who are here learn the
truth about the world and
know the best way
to deal
MY HOWARD PRIDE

Is real
Don't get upset about ho
I feel
Th e grass is green on this
side
Our legacy will never die
·MY HOWARD PRIDE.
WRITTEN BY TYLISA
GA FFNEY

--~--

'
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Reeve's Death Highlights
Dangers of Bedsores
A representative of the
National Pressure fficer Advisory
Panel (NPUAP) defined bedsores as "a term that refers to
the problem of a wound due to
prolonged pressure on a particular point on the body."
According to Dr. Phil Ivory,
of the NPUAP, "A pressure sore
stands great chance of being
subject to infection, and usually this infection can spread to
other parts of the body through

tim, says that while her mother
was a patient at Sibley Hospital
in Southeast Washington, D.C.,
they used every technique to
Fans continue to mourn
prevent bedsores.
the loss· of "Superman" star
"The nurse would turn her
Christopher Reeve, 52, who
over and shift the direction that
went into cardiac arrest at his
she laid to relieve the pressure.
home in Westchester County,
With her still affected by the
N.Y. after developing a seristroke, movement of her body
ous systematic infection during
was hard, and so this was a diftreatment for a bedsore. He
ficult process that sounds easier
slipped into a coma and died the
than it really is," Jameson said.
afternoon of Sunday,
According to a report
Oct. 10 at a nearby
on
the
mdausa.org,
hospital. Not only
"Carol Stumpf, a physiremembered for his
cian therapist and manportrayal of America's
ager of rehabilitation at
favorite hero in a colthe University Medical
lection of "Superman"
Center in Tueson, Ariz.,
films, Reeve is a world
says a bed-bound patient
contributor and advoshould move or be moved
cate for spinal cord
at least once every two
research after survivhours, if not more often."
ing an equestrian acciIn cases such as
dent in May 1995.
Reeve's and other immoUnaware of the
bil~ patients, it is imporharmful effects of
tant to know the signs of
pressure
wounds,
bedsores to catch them
commonly
called
before they become incurbedsores, many fans
able. "The most severe,
were shocked to hear
deadly cases of pressure
the cause of Reeve's
wounds often stem from
death.
not checking the skin
"I was surprised
regularly," Ivory said.
because I had no idea
"In light-colored skin,
that bed sores could
it is important to look
lead to such serious
""'"l•hoohnllh.rom
for soft, reddened areas
In
an
inter- Doctors are trying to find out if bedsores
with no broken skin. In
view given to The was the sole cause of Christopher Reeves
dark-colored skin, it may
Washington
Post, death.
be necessary to look for
Dr. John Jane, chair
increases in the darkness
of the Department of
rather than redness."
Neurological Surgery
the bloodstream causing cardiac
Ivory added that things such
at the University of Virginia and problems."
as changing bedding, avoiding
Reeve's physician after his acciThis problem has become material such as sheepskin to
dent, explained Reeve's situa- a rising issue in many nursing protect against friction, good
tion more closely.
homes and centers for those nutrition and gentle massages
"It is indeed common for with disabilities. "Just because are other methods to prevent
people with spinal cord inju- they are common in these places bedsores in patients.
ry to develop bed sores. In does not mean that they are not
Jane said, "Bed sores are
Christopher Reeve's situa- quite serious however," Ivory serious conditions and should
tion, everything was constantly said.
be taken as such. I think now
being done to prevent them.
Cheryl Jameson, a sopho- that Christopher Reeve's story is
Unfortunately, on occasion, this more political science major out, people will take them more
isn't always 100 percent effec- and daughter of a stroke vie- seriously."
tive," Jane said.
BY SHANAE HARRIS

Contributing Writer

Did you enjoy HU
Homecoming? :E-mail
us your thoughts of
homecoming to
llilltopeic0405@yahoo.com

and look for
The Hilltop's
homecoming grade on
N~iWember 2.

On Tuesday, Nov. 2, 2004, Vote/or

Progressive, Pro-Student Candidates
nnc 1810, in Ouad1 /lnne111 Drew, and Cooll-

N ate Mathews
nnc1801, In Slowe and Caruer-

L awre n c e Guyot
nnc1805, in meridian-

Jarvis
Houston
'

nnc1809 -

I

Sinclair Skinner
l

ftUCl8ll,1n The Towers-

R. Wright
School 8oardJ eff

Smith

Ht Large City Council memberKwame Brown

PresidentJohn Kerry
Paid for by Howard Uniuersltg student supporters and DC-HU PHC

"

+
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Howard University Bookstore
2225 Georgia Ave., NW, Wash., DC 20059
202·238·2640
•'

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers anew issue.

Friday, October 29, 2004

~

MEfet Author of
"Cosmopolitan Girls"
LYAH BETH LEFLORE
1:OO -3:00 p.m.

~

~\l/~r

~A~

'

]Douet PERUVIAN STYLE

Meet Author of "Nervous"
ZANE
4:00 - 6:00 p.m
Saturday, October 30 , 2004
2:30 - 6:00 p.m.

600 Florida Ave. N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

AlaBrasa

(202) 232-1165

r--- ----------------r -------------------,

1st ANNUAL HU AUTHORS FAIR
FEATURING

WHOLE CHICKEN

HALF CHICKEN

WITH 2 SIDE ORDER

WITH 2 SIDE ORDER

$899

OMAR TYREE • STEPHANIE STOKES OLIVER •
C. KELLY ROBINSON. ANGELA ALLEN.
DACKEYIA SIMMONS •
YANICK RICE LAMB .DR. RO.
COLLEN DIXON • TIMOTHY JONES •
ERIC ROBERSON •
EDNA LONG GREEN

plus tax

$599

Reg. $11 .99

:

plus tax

Reg. $6.99

Side order choices: trench fries, rice
Side order choices: trench fries, rice
1
1
beans salad or fried yuca
1
beans, salad or fried yuca
1
'
I
L------ ------------~---------- ----------

1
1

Are Your Student Lea ers Wor ·ng For You?
Fill out this survey, and return it to the Hilltop Office located in the
Ho,vard '\Vest Plaza Towers by Noven1ber 7
Look for the Student Leaders Mid-Tern1 Revie~v
November 9-16.
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!!

1. Who is the current
Graduate Trustee

2. Do you feel the
Graduate trustee is
visible?
a) yes
b) no
c) uncertain

voice my concerns as
a student
b) No, the
Graduate trustee is so
far removed from the
student body to voice
my concern
c) Uncertain, I
do not know enough
about the Graduate
trustee to make an
informed decision.

6. If there was ever

trustee address your
concerns?
a) very Much So
b) adequately
c) somewhat
d) not Really
e) don t know

a problem would
you feel comfortable
going to the
Graduate trustee to
discuss your issues
unannounced.
a) yes
b) no
c) uncertain

4.

7. Do you feel the

3. Does the Graduate

Do you feel the
Graduate trustee is a
good representation
of you as a Howard
Student?
a) yes
b) no
c) uncertain

power on the board.

9. Do you hear about
Board of Trustee
meetings?
a) word of mouth
b) fliers or
bulletins
c) email
10. Do you believe
you understand what
Graduate trustee is
supposed to do?
a) yes
b) no

11. Compare this
year's trustee to
last. year's Graduate
trustee?
a) much better
b) somewhat
different
c) about the same
d) uncertain, I
was not at Howard last
year

Graduate trustee
has or will make any
tangible changes this
term?
a) yes
12. Give the Graduate
b) no
trustee a rating?
8. Do you feel the
A.
Graduate trustee could
B.
5. If there was ever
prevent a proposed
c.
an incident year
tuition increase by
D.
where your interests
other members of the
F.
were at stake do
Board of Trustees?
you feel the current
a) yes, he or she
undergraduate trustee is very capable of
would vocalize your
stopping a proposed
opinion as a student
tuition increase
to the Howard
b) no, the board
administration
would overpower him
a) Yes I am most
or her
certain the current
c) uncertain as to
Graduate trustee could the extent of his or her

undergraduate trustee
could voice my
concerns as a student
1. Who is the current
b) No, the
undergraduate Trustee undergraduate trustee
is so far removed from
the student body to
voice my concern
2. Do you feel the
c) Uncertain ,
undergraduate trustee I do not know
is visible?
enough about the
a) yes
undergraduate trustee
b) no
to make an informed
c) uncertain
decision.

or her
c) uncertain as to
the extent of his or her
power on the board.

9. Do you hear about
Board of Tru stee
meetings?
a) word of mouth
b) fliers or
bulletins
c) eMarl
10. Do you believe
you understand what
undergraduate trustee
is supposed to do?
a) yes
b) no

3. Does the

6. If there was ever

undergraduate
trustee address your
concerns?
a) very Much So
b) adequately
c) somewhat
d) not Really
e) don t know

a problem would
you feel comfortable
going to the
undergraduate trustee 11. Compare this
to discuss your issues year 's trustee to last
unannounced.
year 's undergraduate
a) yes
trustee?
b) no
a) much better
c) uncertain
b) somewhat
different
7. Do you feel the
c) about the same
undergraduate trustee
d) uncertain I
has or will make any
was not at Howard last
tangible changes this
year
term?
a) yes
12. Give the
b) no
undergraduate trustee
8. Do you feel
a rating ?
the undergraduate
A.
trustee could prevent
B.
a proposed tuition
C.
increase by other
D.
members of the
F.
Board of Trustees?
a) yes, he or she
is very capable of
stopping a proposed
tuition increase
b) no, the board
would overpower him

4.

Do you feel
the undergraduate
trustee is a good
representation of you
as a Howard Student?
a) yes
b) no
c) uncertain
5. If there was ever
an ·incident year
where your interests
were at stake do
you feel the current
undergraduate trustee
would vocalize your
opinion as a student
to the Howard
administration
a) Yes I am most
certain the current
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New D.C. Baseball Stadium
Is a Waste of Money

Empty Movie Theatres
Becoming The Norm
The film industry is getting have to debate with your friends There used to be a time where
antsy at the low box office rev- about what movie you were sharing popcorn was okay, but
enues that have been generated going to pick. Back in those the high prices have made us
this year. Movie attendance fell 4 days, the tickets were much increasingly stingy.
percent in 2003 and has lowered cheaper and student discounts
After all the hassle, rent1.5 percent this year, according saved us some money.
ing a Blockbuster or watching a
to BusinessWeek. Highly anticAs we have all epitomized DVD bas proven to be more conipated films such as "Spiderman the ''broke college student," venient for the typical college
2," "Shrek 2," and "Passion of roles, we find the movies entire- student. We would be willing to
the Christ" disappointed mov- ly too expensive. First, we pay come out of pocket if there were
iemakers nationwide.
some new and exciting
Supposed "summer - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - films to see. r.tany of the
hits" and "fall thrillmovies are recycling the
ers" haven't been
same plots and actors
doing as weu as preand the redundancy is
dieted.
overwhelmiqg.
The film indusWe
rememtry is in a panic to
ber the days where
push out new and
"Independence Day,"
exciting films for
"Soul Food," and other
the holiday season.
classics were back
Ticket prices are on the rise about $8 for admission and to back. Now, the thought of
and many moviegoers are find- then getting a snack or two will downloading a film, renting it
ing other means of entertain- add about $10 to the equation. for a fraction of one ticket or
ment. Besides "Ray" and "The If we are going to spend close to finding something else to do
Grudge," we can't think of many $20 dollars to grab some movie seems like the best move. We
films we are eager enough to snacks, we'd rather hit up the hope the movie industry steps
pay for.
Cheesecake Factory instead. it up so we can get back into
We all remember the days This makes it awkward on dates the movie-going mode of yeswhere going to the movies was as we squeanlishly pull out the terday.
the thing to do. You would big bills to pay for some skittles.

Our View:
The film industry should
either lower ticket prices Or
make better movies.

Black Schools Watering Down
Graduation Require01ents
This year, seniors at Xavier reality may not mirror our to care about our circumstance.
University will be able to chill future employers'. Though we They will want the job done cora little bit more than usual. love our schools and value the rectly and timely.
The Academic Council has education we receive here, not
We all know that graduachanged their commencement everyone else is going to see tion can cause seniors aJI kinds
policy so that seniors who fail it the same way. Why would of frustrations and mix-ups will
one required course during the we give people another rea- happen. That's why commulast semester will be allowed son to doubt our capabilities nication between the students
to participate in graduation. as African-American students and theif families is essential.
The school cited the
Graduation
requireinconvenience for
ments should have a
families preparing
standard, and special
to come to graduacircumstances should
tion as a reason for
~he
be considered as they
this new policy. This
come.
However, to
policy is definitely
say in advance that it
going to cause stuis cool to fail a class is
dents to get lazy,
disappointing to us. It's
because they know
not fair to the people
it will be acceptable
who have been working
for them to fail.
- - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - h a r d to graduate on time.
This reminded us of an and products of HBCUs'? Don't Instead of being lax and loosenearlier editorial about Benedict think that little "F" in the last ing up the pressure at HBCUs,
College restricting failing fresh- semester will go unnoticed by we should be harsher than anyman to make sure they stick the grad school or employer where else. The point of coming
around. Many teachers dis- that is considering you. Failing to school is to prepare us for
agreed and left the university. classes should never be accept- the cold world that awaits us.
What kind of message are we able unless there is some sort of Handholding and shortcuts will
sending to our students and to emergency. How many places only cause us embarrassment
the world? Lowering standards could we get away with that or down the road.
makes us seem incapable.
even ponder letting their stuMembers of Black schools dents get away with this? Once
have to keep in mind that our we leave school no one is going

Our View:

Lowering
standards at
HBCUs is insulting and
unacceptable.

The new baseball stadium
is officially going to be built in
order to welcome the Montreal
Expos. D.C. officials have been
competing with several other
cities to become the team's
new home. They are soliciting enough bids for the estimated $13 million
required to make '
the Robert F.
Kennedy Stadium
baseball
ready,
acct>rding to The
Washington Post.
The construction will have
the field, locker
rooms, · dugouts
and stands ready
for play by April
15, 2005. There
is a lot of work
to be done and it will begin in
December. Despite the many
renovations RFK will undergo,
a $400 million stadium will be
built in Southeast D.C. by 2008.
We are wondering why the RFK
stadium won't be up to par after
all of the money they will put
into it.

Getting the team was contingent upon having the adequate funds and a good location to play, so we understand
the city's attempt. However, we
don't necessarily see Southeast
D.C. as the best location for a
big stadium.

Our View:

will blow their money at the stadium instead of the community
that it will, in theory, help. The
cost of living will skyrocket after
the stadium is built.
The real issue is the fact that
RFK stadium should be good
enough after they fix it. It seems
like throwing money out
of the window all in the
name of getting a baseball team. In the past,
several teams have left
us, so we understand
the excitement the team
would bring D.C. It's
hard for us to applaud a
multi-million dollar stadium when that money
could work wonders in
the D.C. public schools
system or in other critical areas. It seems like
the priorities are very backwards.
There is little that we can
really do at this point since it
is a done deal. We just wish
it wasn't so expensive, and we
regret to inform the Southeast
community that some of them
might have to start packing.

After spending millions of
dollars to renovate RFK,
it would make sense. that it
remain the home of the new
D.C. baseball team.
We are concerned about the
gentrification that is inevitable
and the manyAfrican-Americans
that might be option-less in a
few years. Proponents of the
stadium are saying that the new
stadium will bring economic
growth into the struggling community. We worry that people
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Howard's
Not So Bad
MAIYA NORTON

I have been ready to
throw my phone into the wall
as it has been ringing off the
hook with "Girl, I'm coming for Homecoming and I'm
bringing five other girls." My
brother calls, "I'm coming for
Homecoming."
My friend
calls, "When's yall's homecoming again? Are the tickets sold
out?" I know I'm not the only
one getting calls from random
forgotten high school acquaintances trying to get friendly
around this time of the year
(they want to stay with you).
It almost seems surreal that
people are catching flights,
making hotel arrangements,
and requesting off ofworkjust
to make it to the school we see
everyday. We complain about
recycling the same people
weekly at "Howard parties,"
and talk about what could be
better. Meanwhile, someone at
another school is going shopping to impress the people we
are tired of at the clubs we
are tired of. It kind of makes
you re-evaluate your feelings
about Howard.
I mean, there must be
something tight about it if
people are coming in busloads,
right? It is way too easy to
get trapped in the routine and
forget what made us choose to
come here. We get annoyed
with the monotony and forget how great of a school this
is and how blessed we are.
It only takes a quick trip to
another school to make you
get that homesick/schoolsick feeling, after seeing how
whack their environments are.
You walk on their rendition
of a yard and you suddenly
miss the ghetto squirrels, the
beautiful landscape, the millions of intelligent and beautiful students that make us a
"fashion conscious school,"
and the swagger other students can't quite duplicate.
You miss the different clicks
on the yard and all of the cool
people you don't seem to long
for until you leave. Just when
midterms are about to swallow
you whole and you are ready to
take the "L" on school, you get
the sudden burst of energy...
Homecoming!
You're not really that excited, especially since all of your
incoming visitors are hype
enough to make you exhausted, and you give the "whatever" attitude to Homecoming.
You say you're not pressed
and mumble things like, "Um..
No one good is performing"
or "I'm not buying any new
clothes," and then you are
honest with the realization
that Homecoming will probably be better than you're giving it credit for. That's when
the barbershops fill and hair
appointments are made.
It's funny because Howard
is like that family member you
have a love/hate relationship
with. You appreciate them at
times but others you totally
undervalue their contributions
to your life. As soon as your
best friend arrives and you step
out for YardFest something
hits you in the gut like... "Hey,
I LOVE MY SCHOOL!" All of
the annoying and disappointing moments are drovmed in
the cheering crowds and you
get a weird sense of instant
pride. You flush out the negatives and find yourself really
enjoying your own school.
It's easy to pay attention to
al! the people coming in town
and everything, but we are the
ones who make it what it is. It
is our school! Homecoming
and all of the credit it gets
belongs to us as Bison. We
all know that eventually things
will wind down, and we will
go back to times of boredom
or routine. The weekend will
fly and Georgia Avenue will
be quiet again. But just for the
weekend, let's pretend that we
are the people coming from
another coast to wl.tness the
events and rediscover the
excitement of the Mecca.
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Howard Pageant
and Coronation Ball:
Disappointments
AKUA AIDOO

There must have been
some mistake made at the
Howard Pageant this past week
according to the buzz on campus. After sitting through two
plus hours of presentation, I
was amazed that the decision
was nlade for Miss Howard. I
do not know her personally but
as an alumnae and former Miss
Howard (1997-1998), it seems
as though the desire !o promote our campus with dignity
and grace was overlooked in
an attempt to push friends into
position. It happens and is a
harsh reality in life. Still, something must be expressed on
campus that will help expose
this situation. My comments
will remain brief.
The Pageant Coordinator
allowed two main discrepancies, which suggested foul play.
I could highlight more in an
attempt to reveal the truth but
here are the obvious two:
1- There were reserved
signs placed on the first rows
for "Friends" of the Pageant
coordinator - not family or
guests! There is a direct link
between those friends, the pageant coordinator and the young
woman who holds the title. It
was further expressed in the
comments made by the coordinator during the ceremony.
This college campus is one of
the best places in the world
to discover true friendship and

,

sincere loyalty, but it is always
a sad day when one will sacrifice integrity for acceptance
and approval.
2- The caliber of questions
was NOT comparable. After
discussing concerns about the
production with the pageant
coordinator, it was explained
that the essays were 40 percent,
the question/answer 30 percent, talent 15 percent, formal
10 percent, and introduction 5
percent. Because this weighed
so heavily on the results, it was
Holland's responsibility to use
better discretion to avoid what
was obvious.
The Coronation Ball was
decorated well but was not
elegant. I am aware that not
everyone is familiar with the
pomp and circumstance of certain activities. We come to this
school to learn and be exposed
to different things and this was
the wrong way to conduct a
Coronation Ball. The program
revealed so many opportunities for in1provement that I was
relieved when my pictures were
finally ready and I could leave!
What I witnessed at the pageant and Coronation Ball was
definitely a Phenomenon in the
Land of Oz! It is not consistent
with what is used to recruit for
the Mecca, a prestigious uuiversity. Finally, nlany blessings
to those who were robbed in
this experience and I urge you
to continue to strive for excellence - look fonvard.

I

''rough" her chicken, it was a
flight attendant (white) who
was cleaning up trash from
passengers. In the revised version, the male flight attendant
picks up the woman's chicken
and pops it in his mouth, much
to her displeasure.
Quite frankly, I find this
The
editorial
on
McDonald's poor attempt to be version disgusting because the
"urban" would have been won- woman had obviously eaten on
derful except for two things. the strip already. I also noticed
First, it's approximately four that McDonald's has slowed
weeks too late. WHUR partici- the airing of this chicken compated in a protest and urged mercial.
Sure the commercials on
listeners to do the same.
McDonald's presented a 1V and radio were stupid and
different Yersion of the com- racist, but presenting inaccumercial and has not aired the rate facts and doing it late is
original commercial in four not helping the matter. Leave
that to JET magazine and colweeks.
Secondly, in the origi- umnist Juan Williams.
nal commercial, which was
Rachael Banks
set on an airplane, it wasn't
her partner who attempted to

l'D LIKE TO
T'-'AtJK TUE
.)UDGE6, MY
r:AMILY AtJD MY
~RIEtJD6 ...
E6PECIALLY TUE
~AMILY AtJD
l=Rf EtJD6 T14AT
WERE .)UDGE6
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Howard Homecoming
Reigns Supreme!
F. MICHELLE RICHAROSONTOUSON - CLASS OF 2000

Hello Fellow Bison,
As I sit here in Albuquerque,

New Mexico working on rn}
Ph.D., I was elated to see
that Sports Illustrated On
Campus did a feature article
about how off the hook an IIU
Homecoming is. I haYe tried to
explain to people that it is an
experience that you will never
understand until you take part
in all of its pageantry.
You must also understand
that I am so very homesick for
Howard University's hon1ecoming because I have gone to
majority schools to complete

m) education and the homecoming experience just ain't the
same.
\\Then I tell white students
that people travel cross country just to be a part of the best
weeklong party Washington,
D.C. has to offer, they literall) stand there with mouths
open in disbelief. l:Iow do you
explain to them that ha\ ing P.
Diddy, Jay-Z, and Nelly out on
the Yard during Yardfest is how
we do things? A Howard homecon1ing is like. your first car;
you never forget it. By the way
P. Diddy (then Puffy), Biggie
and 112 were at my first HU
homecoming.
I did 1ny masters program
at Florida State University and

Wake up America! If
you want four more years of
George W. Bush (based on his
previous four years), here's
what you can expect:
Four more years of uncontrolled spending and trilliondollar-plus deficits.
Four more years of shifting the burden of taxation from
multi-millionaires to lower
income earners.
Four more years of skyrocketing college tuition.
Four more years of price
gouging by the pharmaceutical and health care industries.
Four more years of r&ids on the
treasury by Halliburton. Four
more years of unprecedented
tax cuts for multi-millionaires
during time of war.
Four more years of corporate tax loopholes, fraud and
unbridled tax evasion.
Four more years of increases in local taxes to make up for
federal tax cuts and loss of federal services.
Four more years of ignoring alternative sources of
energy that would mitigate our
dependence on oil.
Four more years of uncontrolled 'pork-barrel' domestic spending, spending which

formerly was deemed by
Republicans as the exclusive domain of Democrats.
With a Republican President
and a Republican majority in
Congress, how can tl1is be?
Four more years of the
Administration's 'blessing' on
the exportation of hundreds
of thousands of American jobs
abroad.
Four more years of no taxes
for those companies exporting
jobs to other countries.
Four more years of failure
to adequately secure our ports
and borders against terrorists.
Four more years of a stagnant stock market.
Four more years of alienating most of our traditional
allies, because of GWB's 'go it
alone' bravado.
Four more years of GWB's
failure to "Leave no Child
Behind".
Four more years for
GWB to gain his objective of
destroying Social Security and
Medicare.
Four more years of perpetual wars.
Four more years of calling
the depleted National Guard to
supplement our depleted regular armed forces.
Four more years of a deeply divided nation.

University of New Me:dco. . .
cannot make it to this year's
homecoming, but I just want
you all to know that once you
have experienced a Howard
University homecoming, you
can never go any other college or university homecoming
without comparing it to how it's
done at the Mecca.
And to the young rn<tn who
wrote the SI article L. f\,fichael
Flanagan, I say thank you for
making me smile and reinforcing what I already told the
non-believers ..... AIN'T NO
PARTY LIKE AN HU PARTY,
CAUSE AN HU PARTY IS
WORLD WIDE!!!!!!

•

FOUR MORE YEARS?
PAUL G. JAEHNERT

I am pursuing my Ph.D. at the

Ec~itor's

1

Note ...

The HILLTOP w ould like
to remind everyone to GET
UP, GET OUT and exercise
the right to vote on Tuesday,
this Tuesday, November
nd. Remember, every vote
counts and you can make a
difference in this country!
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the Tuesda} and Friday
before
publication date.
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Circle K International
*Reminder
Dues arc> due on Nov.
5th. 'I11~y can be paid on
Fridays in Suite 117 in
B1ackburn.

Come out to
"The Alternati' c"
tl1e An11ual
Cl1ristian
Ho1n om
Party!! Oc ob
29tl1 2<>04
9p1n- 2a111
Hilltop Lou11ge
Blackburn

NO\\ HIRINC r EPS

I have found a surrogate to carry my baby,
but I still need an egg donor to help me.
Could you be that special person?
My i™<ll egg donor is int~lligent, fit, 21-31, with
African-Amencan. mixed or Hispanic ethnicity,
and an excellent personal and family health hlSt())'.
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If you are mterested in help ng me b com() a Dad or
want more 1nformat!on. please e mall rny attorn y at
Creative Farruly Connections. ~omrSea ctJ
cit! nq "Ho\vard.•
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